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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Technical Supporting Studies Plan DRD No. MA-O91T 

under NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-11528, "Task I. Principal Investi- 

gator Services, I t  calls for  "acquisition of information about the UV 

albedo of the moon i n  the spectral region 1175 to 1675 in order  to make 

it possible to roughly predict the observed signal during the Apollo 17 

UVS observations of the lunar surface, ' I  This special report gives 

the initial result of that search. 

11. RESULT O F  SEARCH 

Search of the literature, and inquiry among knowledgeable 

scientists, indicates that no data at all a r e  available concerning the 

UV reflectivity of the moon i n  the spectral range of interest. 

fnre, we are, i n  a separate action, proposing to the Nationai Aero- 

nautics and Space Administration that we be provided with samples of 

lunar dust material with which we can make our own laboratory measure- 

ments of the albedo. 

There- 

This proposal is attached as Appendix A. 

When the samples have been obtained, and the measurements 

made, a further special report will be made giving the results. 

A considerable body of lite ratu re exists concerning the diffuse 

reflectivity of the lunar surface i n  other spectral regions; particularly 

ifelevillit papers are reproduced as zppendices to this report. 

interest  is Appendix B, wnich reports the uitraviolet albeds d the far 

side of the moon above 1900 A. 

region of any report we have located. 

Of special 

This i s  the nearest i n  wavelength to our 
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'111. CONCLUSION 

By obtaining l u n a r  samples  and per forming  the measu remen t s  

descr ibed  i n  Appendix A, we w i l l  be able to acqu i re  the information 

requi red .  

f 
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Introduction 

This proposa 

tant Prof e ssor  

Campus. It is 

1 has been prepared by Dr .  Richard C. Henry, 

of Physics, The Johns Hopkins University, Home- 

submitted in conjunction with Technical Support 

ies Plan DRD No. MA-O91T under  NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9 -  

28. 

M r .  William G. Fastie, Adjunct Professor of Physics, The 1 
ns Hopkins University, has agreed to serve a s  co-investigator for 

is experiment. 

ove-zentioned contract. 

Professor Fastie is Principal Investigator under the 

Facilities used wi l l  be the Spectroscopy Laboratory of The 

ohns Hopkins University, and the Apollo Calibration Facility of the 

Johns Hopkins University. The latter is described in DRD JHU-I-UVS 

Calibration Plan fo r  Ultraviolet Spectrometer Experiment S169", 

which represents Contract NAS 9-11528 Task I, and "Response to 

ASA/MSC Contract Change Authorization No. 5" to the above con- 
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I. Summarv 

We propose to determine the far ultraviolet diffuse reflecti- 

vity of samples of lunar dust material. This proposal is specifically 

for  the purpose of obtaining appropriate samples. 

measuring the diffuse reflectivity of materials !e. g, paint samples) 

is  already in existence at this university (as described above) and 

Equipment for 

would need only minor modification for the proposed experiment which 

w i l l  include the measurement of the polarizing properties of the lunar 

samples. Measurements can be made as a function of both illumination 

angle and angle of observation. 

11. Background 

NASA/MSC Contract NAS 9-11528 calls for the study of the 

lunar surface and lunar atmosphere using a far  ultraviolet spectro- 

meter on board Apollo 17. The spectrometer w i l l  be in the Apollo com- 

mand module, and normally w i l l  be pointed at the lunar surface. 

tional modes allow observation of the galactic background. 

tions when the lunar surface is examined may be summarized a s  

follows : 

Addi- 

The condi- 

a )  moon dark (dark current measurement) 

b) surface dark, atmC?sphere ill1rminated !m-easurement 
of the lunar atmospherej 

c)  surface illuminated (measurement of lunar albedo) 
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It is in connection with operation c)  above, that the present 

proposal is  made. 

of laboratory samples of lunar dust material w i l l  allow the in-orbit 

Measurement of far -ultraviolet albedo (reflectance) 

measurements to be interpreted much more completely. 

of the albedo of the lunar material is  also essential in planning the 

time-line for the> u s e  of the spectrometer in l u n a r  orbit; thus it is 

Knowledge 

very important that our  measurements be made without delay. 

Apollo 17 landing site w i l l  be measured from orbit, and samples from 

that si te also a r e  requested for measurements in the laboratory. 

The 

111. Previous Work 

An excellent general summary of the optical properties of the 

I! ,-- 
lunar surface i s  given in "The Nature of tne Lunar Surface 

Johns Hopkins Press ,  Baltimore), which summarizes the 1965 IAU- 

NASA symposium. 

('i'iie 

Chapters particularly relevant a r e  "Optical 

Properties of the Moon's Surface" by B. W. Hapke (p. 141), "The 

Application of Polarized Light for the Study of the Moon's Surface" 

by A. Dollfus (p. 1551, and "Radio Measurements of the Moon, I t  by 

F. Drake (p. 277). At that time, no data on the ultraviolet reflectivity 

of the moon had been published. 

M o r e  recer;t w o r k  is cztalsgec! in Appendix A: attached. Mea- 

surements in the far ultraviolet, particularily to wavelengths short of 
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1900 8 ,  have not been made; this i s  the gap that we propose to f i l l .  

Lebedinsky et al. measured the albedo of the moon in the 1900-2750 

range with 14  (A resolution using an ultraviolet spectrometer on the 

Zond-3 space probe. They obtained an albedo of 1 to 1. 5%; the r e -  

sult is  shown in detail in Figure 1. 

surements down to about 1000 (A. 

among h n a r  scientists afid we find apparently no measurement i n  

this range (1000 to 1900 

We expect to extend these mea- 

We have made an informal inquiry 

) has been made. 

IV. Instrumentation 

The ultravinlet reflectometer a s  it presently exists at the 

Apollo 17  Calibration Facility of the Johns Hopkins University i s  

illustrated in Figure 2. 

giving strong emission lines at 1216  (A and molecular band emissions 

throughout the region below 2000 % .  This light enters an Ebert 

spectrometer, which disperses it and passes it into the reflect- 

ometer. The monochromatic diverging beam is collimated and 

directed onto the sample for which the reflectivity is desired. 

photomultiplier tube is  placed on a movable mount and can be swung 

(from outside) to observe the reflected intensity a s  a function of angle. 

Briefly, it consists of a hydrogen light source, 

A 

D.- I u v r a r ~ n  -: is made for directly &serving the bezm that im-pinges CE 

the sample, so that the observations can be placed on an absolute 

basis. 
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Figure 2. - -  Far u l t r av io l e t  reflectometer for 

measurement of the  r e f l e c t i v i t y  of 

mirrors, paint samples, and lunar 

dust sample s . 
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Two modifications w i l l  be made before making lunar dust 

sample measurements : 

a )  A Triple Reflection Polarizer will be constructed and in- 

serted in the system just outside the exit slit of the spectro- 

meter. 

properties of the instrumental system and of the lunar 

samples. 

volume 8, no. 3, page 667 (V. G. Horton, et al.) 

This is to allow determination of the polarization 

The polarizer is described in Applied Optics, 

- 
b) A right-angle bend in the system will  be introduced follow- 

ing the polarizer. 

dust sample can be measured: in the present configuration 

the sample must be solid, but with the right-angle intro- 

duced the sample can always lie on a plate that is perpen- 

dicular to the direction of the earth's gravitational field 

and w i l l  be held in position by that field. 

This wil l  offer the advantage that a 

V. Procedures 

I t  is proposed that measurements of the diffuse spectral  r e -  

flectivity of lunar samples be obtained, as a function of the following 

parameters : 

a) angle of incidence: various values between 0' and 90': 

b) angle of reflection: various values between Oo and 90°, 
for each of the angles of incidence under a). 
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c)  polarization: to be studied for each situation under a )  
and b) above. 

d)  wavelength: a range of wavelengths f rom about 1000 8 
to about 2200 8 ; t h i s  would allow some overlap with pre- 
vious work. 

About five samples are requested, and should be from any 

Apollo landing sites up to the present. A s  great a variety as pos- I 
I 

sible in optical appearance is requested. Additional samples should 

i 
be provided from the landing site of Apollo 17. The latter ia  important 

~ 

a s  we have proposed to  study the albedo of the lunar surface from 
I 

orbit during Apollo 17,  and will make concentrated observations 

from lunar orbit of the landing site for that mission. 

the laboratory and orbital measurements w i l l  be essential in under- 

Comparison of 

standing the meaning of the orbital observations for other positions 

on the moon. 
I 

VI. Samples Requested 

It is requested, therefore, that the following lunar samples 

be provided to  the Principal Investigator for the experimentation d e s -  

cribed above : 

ai About five 1i10 ounce specimens of lunar surface dust 

=Stained ofi acy A p o k  illissioiis. These samples a r e  

needed immediately, a s  preliminary determination of 
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the far-ultraviolet albedo of the dust is urgently needed 

i n  the Apollo 17  engineering planning. 

b) About three 1/10 ounce specimens of lunar surface dust 

obtained on Apollo 17, to be delivered to the Principal 

Investigator as soon as possible after the Apollo 17 

mission is completed. 

These s a m p k s  wi!l be retained by the Principal Investigator 

until July 1, 1973, at which time it is anticipated that the work described 

will  be completed. 

VII. SamDle Care 

k 

The Physics Department at the Johns Hopkins University owns 

two substantial safes, one of which contains "medium securiiy!! items 

and the other "high security" items. The combination of the latter 

safe is known only to the Department Chairman, Dr. George Owen, 

and the Administrative Assistant, Mr. J. A. O'Brien. 

that the lunar samples be stored in  the high-security safe, under the 

It is proposed 

ncipal Investigator's supervision. 

During the investigative run, portions of the sample would be 
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The tests proposed are non-destructive. The samples, 

however, a r e  dust, and some loss wi l l  be inevitable. We judge 

that no more than 5% of the samples w i l l  be lost during the entire 

period of testing. 

Budget 

N o  funds required. 



Appendix A to Proposal 

References on the Lunar Albedo 

A)  Ultraviolet 

Johnson, M. C. , Vacuum Ultra-violet Scattering Distributions, 

Applied Optics, - 7, 5, p. 879-881, May 1968. 

Lebedinsky, A. I . ,  V. A. Krasnopolsky, andM. U. Aganina, 

The Spectral Albedo nf the Moon's Surface in the Mid II 

Ultraviolet according to data from the Zond-3 space 

probe, ) Moon and Plants XI, North Holland Publishing 

Company, Amsterdam, p. 47-54, 1968. 

B) General 

.. n: ~ ~ p ' n t - ; . ~ ~ : ,  --L 1 E. C, Cremers,  C. J . ,  and  Dawson, J. P . ,  "Uirectionai 

It Spectra and Total Reflectance of Lunar Material, 

ings of the Apollo 11 Lunar Science Conference, Volume 3, 

Proceed- 

p. 1993-2000. 

Conel, J. E. ,  and Mash, D. B. ,  "Spectral Reflectance and Albedo 

of Apollo 11 Lunar Samples: Effects of Irradiation and Vitri- 

fication and Comparison with Telescopic Observations, 1 1  

ibid, p. 2013-2024. 

Gold, 'l'. , Campbell, ivi. 2. , arid O'Leary, 5. T. ,  "Gpticd and 

High-frequency Electrical Properties of the Lunar Saiiiple, " 

ibid, pp. 2149-2154. 
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Appendix B to Proposal  

Currently-Approved Reflectivity 

Me a su r e m e  nt Expe rime nt s , 

Apollo 14-17 

September  197 1 

Institution Approved Investigation 

College of the Virgin Is. 
M. I. T. Reflection Spectroscopy 
M. I. T. 

Visible  and Near- Inf ra red  

M. I. T. Optical  Absorption and 
Specular  Reflectivity 

Perry, C. H. Northwestern Universi ty  in f r a red  Absorption and  
A n a s  t assakis ,  E. Northwestern Univers i ty  Light Scat ter ing Spec t ra  
Lowndes, R. Northwestern Univers i ty  
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I- 

THE SPECTRAL ALBEDO OF THE MOON'S SURFACE 
IN THE MID-ULTRAVIOLET ACCORDING TO 

DATA FROM THE ZOND-3 SPACE PROBE 
A. I. LEDEDINSKY, V. A. KRnSNOPOLSKY and M. U. AGASISX 

USSR 

Abstract.  Fourteen spec t r a  of the Moon's surfrice have been olitoined in the 1900 - 
2750 A mvelength  range  with 14 A resolution using an ultraviolet spectrophoro- 
meter flown on the ZOlid-3 space probe. Examination of the spec t r a  has  Sho:\n 
that the  Moon's mean albedo in the  above spectral  range i s  about 1 - 1.5;. A 
sharp Increase in briichtness in thc 2420 - 2470 h range was found in all the spec-  
trograms which i s  likcly to he connrctcd with the Moon's surface iuminEscence. 
"hie effect Is differcnt in various sp rc t rog rams  and resu l t s  in a 10 - 597 excess  
of brightness.  The spcc t r a  obtained relate mainly to  the continental regions on 
the rcmote  side of the Moon as photographrd with the  Zond-3 phototelevision cam-  
era. The optical axes of hoth instrurncnts were aligned and the  monochromatar 
viewing field was  about 2.5O in d iameter .  ivhicli carreaponcled to the resolurior? on 
the ground of the o r d c r  of 500 km. Tlic dekrmincd  optical charac te r i s t ics  skould 
thcrefore  be considered as being a result  of very significmnr averaging. and the 
poeelbility i s  not cxcluded that the hIoon's sur face  lumiiiescencc within sma!; t e -  
g:ono prows !a be mgre !n!cas!vc. The results of the laboratory studies or, ter- 
resiikl rocks arc h0*:.7: trez p r e v ! n ~ ! y  ~.~?tlb!ishpCI data. Sone  of this data.. holy- 
war, corrcsponds  to thc reflecting chnmcter i s t ics  of the  >Ioon's surface.  It is 
pomlble tlrnl thcee differences arc connected not with thc chemical or mincralog- 
Ical composltlon of the lunar  rocks  but with the features of the  surface appearing 
88 a ronult of long "trentmcnt" of thc surfacc In vacuum by vartous specific h c -  
tors ouch an micrometeor i tes ,  solar wind. ha rd  corpusculnr and electromagnetic 
radlatton, 
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The lunar-surface rcflectivily was nieasurcd photoclcctrically in the 
1900 - 2750 A wavelength rangc with a resolution of 14 A, and the Moon 
w a s  also nieasured spectrographically in llic 2800 - 3550 -ange, from 
the Zond 3 spaceprobe which passed by the Mooii on 17 Ju ly  1965. The 
equipm'ent, calibration, and initial trcatniciit of lhc material obtained have 
been described in refs. [ 1,2]. The dependence of the Moon's mean albedo 
on the wavelciiglh has also been obtainctl in the abovc-mentioncd ranges, 
the absolute standardization of the spectrographic nieasurcmcnts being 
carried out according tn the data of Moon obscrvattons from the Earth i n  
the near ultraviolet range [3,41] which agreed well with the mcasurement of 
the excess of the Moon's color [5,6]. The Moon's photoelectric spectra 
were averaged, ref. [ 11, omitting the indicatrix of rcflcction for the Moon 
and mutual orientation of the optical axis of the instrument, solar ray and 
measured site. The coincidence of the calculatcd values of the albedo on 
the long-wave edge of the photoelectric data and at the short-wave edge of 
the photographic spectrum, however, indicated that lhe result did not ma- 
nifest a great error. 

For more accurate averaging and for further treatment of the rnaterial, 
it v:as ncccssary lo  obtain Lhc trajcctory of the optical axis of the instru- 
ment over the lunar disc. This trajectory was reconstructed for nine of f i f -  
lecn pliotocIectrical spectra. For this purpose tlic tclometric data on thc 
pcrformance of various systems aboard Zond 3, tiic phoiographs of thc lunar. 
surrnce and the may of tiic  moon'^^ rcinotc side piotled on tiic basis oi these 
pliotcy:raphs [7] werc used. 

Assuming that ttic indicatrix of reflectiorl for the lunar surface in thc 
middlc ultraviolet is ttic same as that for visible light, we rccalculatcd 
further the monochromatic brightricss of each riieasured area of the lunar 
surface a t  the full Moon, when this brightness should not depend on the lo- 
cation of such an a rea  on the luriar disc. It was nssumcd in this recalcula- 
tion that the brightness distribution along the equator of the Moon is deter- 
niincd by the group of the curves obtaincd for various lunar phases by Or- 
lova [a]  and, niorc precisely dcfined, by Minnacrt [O,lO] and that thc brighl- 
ness meridians, i.e. large circles pcrpcndlcular to the brightness equator 
are the isopholes. 

opectrurn of the Moon's rcniotc side W:LS obtaincd during tho ful l  M O U I ~  and 
is shown in fig. la by the solid liile. The dotlcd liue in the samc figurc re- 
presents the cncrgy distributioii in the solar spectrum [ 12,131 aver;igcd in 
15 ?. intcrvals with an increment of 5 A ,  the intensities bcinp; divided by n. 
Ln other words, fig- l a  i s  the comparison of llic Moon's ultraviolet spcclrum 

The spectral intcnsitics sc) rrcalculatcd wcrc averagcd, i.e. the average 

at fy!! ?,$o=.ri, 1 , s.>cc!yn::) cf !!!e %::!:!!e fn+lPlc I -  /?! r n r , r . n m n n + ,  I , . u, , L V't.. .d "b .,. 
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ing the solar curve according to Lambert's law. The white surface is two 
orders brighter than the lunar surface. The scale of the ordinate i s  differ- 
er.t a t  the right and left sides of the plot. The scale for  the lunar surface is 
indicated at the right and left of the vertical line which divides the plot; that 
for the white surface is indicated at the sides of the plot. 

monochromatic brightness of the lunar surface (the spectral albedo), 
The black circles in fig. Ib indicate the values of the mean factor of the 

a'BX Le. the ratio of the ordinates of the curves in  fig. la. If the val- =I.,x' 
ue px is multiplicd by the factor q = 0.66 (131 then OLX (the nionochromatic 
spherical lunar albedo) is obtained. The factor q is determined by the phys- 
ical strycture of the lunar surface and it is therefore reasonable to assume 
that this factor is the same for the ultraviolet radiation as for the visible 
part of the spcctrum. 

The line drawn lhrough all the points gives the bepeidence of the lunar 
albedo with wavelcngths; the curve is very remarkable. The preliminary 
study which w e  carr ied out of the spectra of some rocks as well as those 
treated in the atlas compiled by the IIT Research Institute in Chicago [ 111 
of the spectra of 37 rocks show that the wavelength dependence of the albedo 
of minerals is represented in the ultraviolet range by a smooth y r v e  with 
the absence of appreciable details in intcrvals smaller than 100 A. 

The examination of possible systematic e r r o r s  in  the measurements 
shows that these e r r o r s  should not adversely affect the smoothness of the 
avcraged curves. One may speculate that these e r r o r s  could result in a 
rise of the albedo curve in one interval and in a lowering in other intervals. 
The same applies to possible crrors i n  the measurements of the solar spec- 
trum. Thus, only the statistical e r r o r s  of averaging may be of great im- 
jjortance !E the formz!!c?r! c?! si=.!! &?!a!!s n_F the l u n a r  albedo curve. 

In fact, the Moon was obscrvcd from Zond 3 as a disc having a diam-. 
eter of about loo. The viewing field of the instrument was about 3O. Nine 
measurements localized on the disc were carried out in each wavelength. 
Hence, about one-fourth of the lunar disc observed from Zond 3 was studied 
In each wavelength. 

The photographs obtained from Zond 3 have shown a fairly high degree 
of homogeneity of the arca studied 011 the remote side of the Moon which 
has mainly a continental structure. However, in the ultraviolet light, the 
lunar  eurface appears to be much less homogeneous anti this property of the 
lunar surfacc may be a means of studying i ts  finer charactcristics. 

In each wavelength of the studicd spectral range, the measurements wcre 
carried out at nine points of known selenographic coordinatcs. The scatter 
of these 9 values will be denoted as AX. This scatter is shown in fig. lb 
(the right scale, empty circles). The scatter was calculated as follows. 
Let X ~ X  be the observed monochromatic intensity in the it11 spectrum at the 
wavelength X and y i x  be the intensity reduced to the conditions of observa- 
tion of the same arca of the lunar surfact a t  full Moon, i.e. under  the con- 
ditions which might take place at a certain moment at the appropriatc t ra-  
jectory of Zoiid 3. 

The values Ax presented in fig. lb  have bceii calciilated using the formula 
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wherc yk Is  the average of nine values of Y i X  shown a s  the black circles in 
fig. lb. 

The value of the scatter of A X  Characterizes the degree of the lunar in- 
homogeneity in various wavelengths, but it does not show a systematical 
change with the wavelength. On the average A~ = 16.5% which corresponds 
to the mean square root deviation u = 22% for the normal distribution of 
probabilities. Since our selection included ten values, then the accuracy 
is u 2: 8%. These values make it possible to evaluate not only the contribu- 
tion of the statistical e r r o r s  but to also give the characteristics of the lunar 
surface inhomogeneity. 

The complicated form of the curve of the spectral albedo, pk may be in- 
terpreted as thc result of superposition of the bright bands with a width of 
tens of A onto the smooth energy distribution in the spectrum. The origin 
of the bands may be of two kinds. Thcy a re  either the spectral bands of the 
albedo of lunar minerals or the bands of fluorescence occurring under the 
Mluence of the external factors, for example the solar ultraviolet radia- 
tion o r  corpuscular streams. Generally speaking, these two possibilities 
may be distinguished according to the presence or absence of the dependence 
of the intensity of the hands with time, but this problem is not included in 
the present report. Without analyzing the physical mechanics of luniines- 
cence, we shall simply consider the observed spectrum a s  the sum of the 
smooth spectrum plotted within the change e r r o r s  along the lower edge of 
the scatter of the black circles in fig. lb  (thick curve) and the spectral 
bands which will be conditiotlally named ein!ssi~n bands. For comparison, 
fig. ib B ~ O W S  the curveo(dotted iiricj c o r r e s p n d i w  to the aver.aging of tlis 
values of AA in the 60 A interval carried out with a 7.5 A increment. 

ual values from tlrc curve which approximates these values shows that the 
point scatter observed in fig. lb  cannot be explained statistically. This 
forces lhe assumption that some groups of the points which protrude outside 
of the average curve or do not reach it  a r e  the existing details connected . 
with either the spectral bands of the increased albedo or the luminescence 
of the lunar surface. 

Since an appreciablc depetrdencc of Ah on the Wavelength is absent with- 
in the studicd spectral range, it is possible to plot a single distribution 
function for AX which characterizes the degree of the color diversity of the 
lunar surfncc In the studied range of the middle ultraviolet. This function 
is presented in fig. 2. The observed values a re  shown by the points, and the 
curve of normal law with a dispersion of 22% is plotted as the solid line. 
The deviations from the curve of the normal distribution law are most like- 
ly due to the fact that on the remote side of the Moon there exist an ultimate 
number of a r e a s  having n dimension of the order of that of the field of view 
of sir !ns:ri;mcnts, bet::.cer. vrt?!ch transi~nt regions exist. 

As was indicated above, the thick line in fig. lb is drawn tpprox?matelg’ 
along the botton: edge of the dlstribution of the individual values of p ~ ,  tak- 

The calculation of the probability of the statistical deviations of individ- 
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Flg. 2. 

ing into account the probable statistical scatter. The statistically unlikely 
excesses over this curve will bc considered as the emission bands. The 
spectrum of the bands so  obtained is shown in fig. lc. 

It fs likely that about 15 emissions a r e  present here, some of which 
overlap and form broader bands. One or two of these bands may be pro- 
duced by statistical scatter. On tile other hand, it is likely that the curve of 
the true albedo is even lower and in this event the luminescent crnissions 
will increase Su! a ccnt!::::ous backgrottnd between the emissions and the 
~zici bancis will iippear. 

30 A at a mean intensity of about 0.01 erg/cm2sec.A. ster. which i s  two - 
three orders  lower than the solar ultraviolet energy which i s  capable of 
producing the luminescence in these wavelengths, and is also lower than the 
energy of the corpuscular streams and solar wind. 

When examining the 15 spectra available to us, one may clearly see the 
recurrence of emlssion bands in individual speclra. 

In order to judge tlw ernisston distribution over the lunar disc, eight 
wavelengths marked with arrows in fig. l c  have been selectcd. For these 
Wavelengths, A ,  the differences Z A ~  = y ~ i  - a ( i  = 1,. . . ,9) havc been for- 
mulated the spectra bound to coordinates. The values of zAi wcre plotted 
on the lunar niap and averaged inside a circle with a radius of 10 degrees of 
the selonogrnphical latitude, i.e. the circles corresponding to the area were 
about half the viewing ficld of our instrument. The obtained averages z(h, I )  
were plotted on one of the photographs obtained from Zond 3 which is prc- 
eented ln fig. 3. 

An can be seen from fig. 3 thc distribution of z ( b ,  l) has I ts peak at the 
point with the following coordinates: 20° latitilde and llno !~!?g!turl.e. The. 
values d z (b ,  I )  kre  &,creased when approaching t i n t  edge oi thc lunar disc 
where the Oceanus Proccllorum is  located. 

The emission bands in  fig. IC have equivalent widths of the order of 15 - 

, 

- 
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x 

Fig. 3. 

When comparing the spectral albedo obtained by us for the middle ultra- 
violet with the data of the observations from the Earth in the near ultraviolet, 
one should bear 111 mind the fact that a purely contincntal i\egion of the lunar 
surlacc was observed by Zond 3 arid that the disc v i s ib le  from the Earth ts 
occupied mostly by  thc seas. Therefore in order .to obtain coniparable data, 
It is necwsnry to increase the albedo determil)-Id as a result of the tele- 
scopic observatioris by a factor of about one and a hzlf. 

The comparison of the sniooth portlon of the spectral lunar albedo with 
the :zb';ora:ory qjec:ra 0: torres:ri;; rocl;a &C;:ai;;ed by G s  ;Rd by 
W a l k  In Chicago [ 111, has not yet permitted identification to be made. 
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APPENDIX C 

Optical Properties 
of the Moon's Surface* 

B. W. Hspke 
Center for Rndiophysics and Space Reeeurch, Cornell University, Ithaca, New York 

I would like to discuss the optical properties of 
the moon's surface and what can be deduced con- 
cerning the outermost millimeter or so of the lunar 
surface when thcse properties are cornbined with 
appropriate laboratory studies. I believe that the 
optical evidence gives very strong indications that 
the lunar surface is covered with a layer of fine dust 
ef unknown thickness. 

of rather unusual optical properties, which are 
summarized in Figure 7-1. The brightness peaks 
at full moon, when the source is directly behind the 
obscrver, that is, when the sun is directly behind 
the earth. The brightness decreases sharply as the 
phase angle increases from 0 degrees. This is true 
no matter what part of the lunar disk one is 
observing. The upper part of Figure 7-1 gives two 
typical CUNCS illustrating how the brightness of two 
areas vary as the anglc of incidence i changes. The 
upper left curve is for an area on the 0-degree 
meridian of longitude, e being the angle of observa- 
tion. The upper right curve corresponds to an area 
on the GO-degree meridian of longitude as the angle 
of incidcnce changes. The shape of the curves is 
apparently independent of latitude; one gets a 
simi!a: sGr: Cf phc:c:nctric fn,c!ic!n F,r 2c;' !!!!?W 

latitude as long as the longitude remains the same. 
There is SOIIIC scatter a h u i  iheic ineari C S ~ V C S  fGi 

various areas on the lunar surface, but tlic de- 
partures from the mean curves are not nearly as 
significant as the range of values which the reflec- 

-. 
i ile moon's j u i k c  is C h d T d i i C I  ;z& Zi; ii numbei 
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tion law fur a variety of different kinds of surfaces 
can take. 

I n  the lower Icft of Figure 7-1 are shown crirves 
of polarization as a function of phase anglc 6. The 
shape of the curve is very nearly independent of 
positior! on  the lunar surface. The polarization is 
negative for phase angles less than about 23 de- 
grees, and goes through a negative maximum of 
about !:!! per cent. Then at 23 dcgrecs or so, the 
polarization becomes zero and the plane of polar- 
ization rotates 90 degrees. The polarization then 
goes through a positive maximum, when the phase 
angle is around 90 to 110 degrees, depending on 
the area observed. The brightcr areas, such as the 
highlands, generally have lower positive polariza- 
tion and the darker areas, such as the maria, have 
higher polarization. The position of the rnaxinium 
may be shifted a little bit toward larger phase 
angles for the darker areas. 

The color of the moon is rather significant: it is 
redder than sunlight. The lower right part of 
Figure 7-1 shows color diffcrenccs on a magnitude 
scale versus wavclength for various areas on the 
lunar surface. These data have been corrected 
to a color difference of zero at a wavelength of 
5,6c)C I%, :v'.ich is !!IC wavdcngth of the green 
filter we use. 

i t  is convenicrit io chaizctcrizc these photo- 
metric curves by a numbcr of parameters. The first 
parameter is the normal albedo A,, which is the 
brightness of the srirfacc relative to the brightness 
of a perfcctly reflecting, perfectly diffusing surface, 
both arcas viewed a id  illuminated normally. The 

*This rcsearch has been sponsored by a grant from the 
National Aeronautics and Space Administration. 
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Ranem of Lunor Voluen 

Normol Albedo . An ~ 0 . 0 5  -0.18 

Bocbrcollar Rot10 8 ,  10.34 -0.48 

Polorbgotmn. P-*-0.00$-(-0.0131, #I- s 10*-12* 

P+*+O.Ol -140.111. #I 6. s 90.- 120. 
* 22.6. - 23 6' 

Color. 6-0 = i O . 3 0  - (+0.501 
R -G - 0.20 - (-0.30) 

FIOWRE 7-1 : Photometric characteristics of the lunar rurface. 

range of normal albcdo on the moon is from 5 per 
cent to about 18 per cent. 

The shape of the backscatter curve can be char- 
acterized by the backscatter ratio, B., which is 
the ratio of the brightness a t  c = 60 degrees and 
i = 0 dcgrees to the ratio of the brightness at 
c = 60 degrecs and i = 56 degrecs. These two 
points arc shown in the upper right curve of Figure 
7-1. The backscatter ratio for the moon is about 
0.34 to 0.48. 

The polarization can bc charactcrized by three 
parais;etrrs: thc poiiit of frcgativc inaxirnum, the 
inversion augle, and the point of the positive 
maxiinurn. On the moon the iicgative maximum 
has the rangc of about 0.9 to 1.3 per cent, the 
invcrsion anglr from 22.5 to 23.5 dcgrees; the value 
of polarization at positive ~naxiniii~n ranges from 
hboiji 5 io 17 pcr ~crit ,  and the position of the 
positive rnaxiiniim is 90 to 120 dcgrees. 

v v c  rir~ii~uied ilic color of our ia'mraiory srlriaccs 
at 4,250 b, 5,600 A ,  and 6,450 b.  B-C rcfcrs to thc 
brightness of the surface at  the position of the blue 
filter on a niagnitude scale rclativc to the bright- 
ness a t  5,600 b, and similarly for R-C, which refers 
to the red filtcr. Lunar values of B-C are from 

X A L  

about +0.30 to f0.50, and of R-G, from -0.20 
to -0.30. 

The fact that every area on the'lunar surface 
possesses thcse unusual optical characteristics shows 
that they must be exogcnous and are not due to 
some peculiar property of lunar lavas or to some 
other internal cause. I suggested a few years ago 
that these rather remarkable lunar photometric 
properties could be explaincd as the result of 
micrometeorites impacting the lunar surface and 
pulverizing it to a very high degree. The resulting 
dust would be acted upon by the solar wind, 
darkening and otherwise altering the optical char- 
acteristics of the dust. If this suggestion is correct, 
then if we take a rock of the proper composition, 
grind it up, and irradiate it with protons of a few 
kilovolts encrgy to silnulate the solar wind hitting 
rhc inoon, the rcsuiting tnatcrial should possess the 
propcr photntnctric properties, 

hydrogen-ion-irradiated dunite powder, If the 
solar wind is impacting the moon at the same flux 
as measured by Mariner 11, the radiation dose 
which this powder has rcceivcd would he equiva- 
lent to soincthing like 100,000 years on the moon. 

* rigure 7-2 shows the photometric propertics of 
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. .so* 1 stoichiometric silicate compound (or glass) which 

The sputtering action of the solar wind, of 
course, will also make etch pits in the surfaces of 
the particles and it will gencrally clean their upper 
surfaces. But the primary mechanism responsible 
for the darkening is the coating of the underside of 

metric compound. Lattice vacancies in such com- 
pounds would be highly efficient in producing 

Figure 7-4 shows an experiment we did in the 
laboratory. We put an aluminum oxide ball inside 
an aluminum oxidc crucible and bombarded it 
from above with 2 kev He ions. The middle photo 
shows the bombarded ball and the unirradiated 

. is deficient in oxygen. 

.- . . 
* 

I the particles with a thin, absorbing, nonstoichio- -60. -30. 0' 30. 60. -60' -30- 0. 3 0 .  60' 90. 

Brighlnarr 

a - . .0* 
.-..BO* . .  absorbing effects. 

A, - e o  v. (5600 X I  
B -G  a t 43 f 03 
R - G ' - 2 0 f O 3  

Polorirolian 

(size < 7r) after 65 coul/cmz of H-ion irradiation. roughened by sputtering but thc undersurface is 
darkened. The right hand photo is a photomicro- 

areas of the irradiated ball. Dark streaks were 
formed under the little asperities sticking out from 
the ball. These streaks are the geometric shadows 
of the asperities to the ion beam. 

Figure 7-5 shows how the ion bombardment 
affects the photometric properties of some large 
materials; rocks and chunks of rocks. As in Figure 
7-3, the darkening is much more efficient on a 
rough surface than on a smooth surface. 

In many of the following figures a white disk 
appears on a black square as an albedo reference. 
The dark square is black velvet, which has an 

The photometric properties of the dunite powder graph of the interface between the dark and light 
reproduce those of the moon quite well. 

The remainder of this paper is devoted to a 
discussion of Some of the properties of surfaces that 
affect their photometric characteristics; whether 
one can drduce th2t cthcr t\IDPS nf snrfslces co!J!d 
not have these photonietric properties; and the 
composition of the lunar surface. In  the laboratory 
studies about to be described, I have been helped 
by Hsiu Yung Chow and Eddie Wells, graduate 
students a t  Corncll University. 

Figure 7-3 is a schematic diagram of the process 
which I believe is responsible for the darkening of 
the lunar surface by the solar wind. Ions from the 
solar wind strike the particles that make up the 
lunar surface and sputter a t o m  off these particles. 
Assuming that the moon is composed of a silicate 
tack material, the sputtered atoms will consist of 
oxygen, silicon, and various kinds of metals. Some 
of these sputtered atoms will leave the surface 
completely. However, when onc has a rather com- 
plex surface, some of these sputtered atoms may 
fly over and stick to the undersides of adjacent rock 
particles. Becausc oxygeii is a mure volatile element 
i t  will have a lowrr sticking coefficient than the 
other types of aiuiriv and fewer oxygen atoms than 
the silicon or metal atoms will stay on the undcr- 
rides of these particles. This process results in a 

rock particlc; the coating is probably a non- 

I. 

coating Of a dark nlatcrial On the underside Of a FIGURE 7-3: Schematic diagram of process responsible 
for darkening of lunar surface by solar wind, 
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A I 2 0 3  Ball I r radiated in A1203 Crucib le  by 2 Kev H e -  Ion! 
1 

Dose = 90 couI/crn2. -.. . .. .J &.'-+.-L A 
FIGURE 7-4: Effect of ion bombardment on aluminum oxide ball (laboratory experiment). 

albedo of about 1 per cent; the disk is magnesium 
oxide powder, which has an albedo close to unity. 

Figure 7-6 is a photo of some coarse olivine 
basz!: powders, showing the effects of particle size 

irradiai;Wii .-.- .I-- ---------- 
of a rock powder. The top row is the irnirradiated 
material. The middle row is after 10' roentgens of 
garnina ray irradiation froin Co'O. The bottom row 
is after hydrogen ion irradiation. The gainma radi- 
ation had no effect at all, nor were the color, 
albedo, or other photometric properties appreci- 
ably affected. In contrast, the hydrogen ion radi- 
ation is vcry efficient for changing the photomctric 
pmprrties. Observe that the coarser materials 
darkcn less than the finer materials. 

Finer particles are iiirrch more rfficiciitly dark- 
encd than coarser particlcs by the riiechanism 
shown in Figure 7-3 because there are so many 
more free surfaces. All naturally occurring rocks 
and iiiincrals arc partially absorbing. Large 
particles, whether or iiot they are bombarded, have 

and reflecting propertics of the rock itself. But, 
when fiilely ground, the particles bccoine trans- 
lucent, and if an absorbing coating is put on the 
undcrsidcs the optical propertics arc controllcd by 
the coating rather than by the optical properties of 
the rock itself. 

Figure 7-7 is a photo of fine olivilic basalt 
powders, which were handled somewhat before the 

and &iferent rypes ".. ::K apptia;=uLL 

thci: +;<a! -,:spcr:ics dz:::inatcd by the atJscrbi!lu 
0 

picture was taken. When first taken out of the 
vzcuum system they were quite uniformly dar- 
kened. Again the gamma irradiation had no effect 
at all: however, the hydrogen ion bombardment 
had a remert&!e cflcct. ??!PO ahown ia a sample 
bombarded with helium ions. The effect of helium 
ion irradiation is about the same as hydrogen ion 
irradiation, except the efficiency is better. The same 
dose of helium ions will produce the same effects in 
a much shorter time than an equivalent dose of 
hydrogen ions. 

It is important to show that the darkening effecte 
of ion irradiation are not due to cracked pump oil 
or to some other spurious effect. We have several 
independent indications that the effects are real, 
but the most dramatic proof is shown in Figure 7-8. 

The materials in each row of Figilre 7-8 were 
irradiated simultaneously side by side in the 
vacuum system. The top row is untreated material; 
the center row was irradiated by hydrogen ions; the 
lower row by helium ions. The powders are pure 
nmgnccirini oxide: aluininum oxide, and silicon 
dioxide, pius mixturcs of these three powders. The 
,*,, ,,.;x!ures 
com'hincd. Xote that  ne KWO mixitires of S i c s  with 
AllO, and with MgO both darkcned appreciably 
under hydrogen ion irradiation, whereas the pure 
inaterials darkened only very slightly. This figure 
illustrates the nonlinear elfcct, so to speak, of the 
ion irradiation, in that one cannot deduce from 

physical only and not chemically 
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FIOURE 7-5: Erect of ion bombardment on the photometric properties of rocks and chunks of rocks. 
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'ROCK POWDERS -OLIVINE BASALT PORPHYRY . o i  
FIGURE 7-6: EfIccts of particle size and differcrit types of irradiation on thc appearance of a rock powder. 
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FIGURE 7-7: Effect of hydrogen-ion bombardment on fine olivine-basalt powden. 

FIGURE 7-8: Elfcct of irradiation on inincral oxide powdtrr. 
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FIOURE 7-9: Effcct of irradiation on mineral oxide powden. 
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FIGURE 7-10: W"fCct of irradiation on mineral powders. 
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bombarding piirc illaterials what the optical prop- 
erties of a inixture of materials would be. Bombard- 
ment by helium ions darkened all the powders 
quite a bit, with the exccption of the magnesium 
oxide which darkened very little. Even so, the 
mixtures have a lower reflectivity than the pure 
materials. 

This figurc also illristratcs that the SiOz lattice 
has a strong rolc to play in this phenomenon since 
the inixture of the aluriiinurii oxide and magnesium 
oxide did not darkcn nearly as ~nuch as did the 
mixtures which coiitaincd the silicon dioxide. 

Figure 7-9 shows some pure metal oxides which 
were hoinbardcd. The ferric oxide was darkened in 
both cases by both hydrogcn and heiium ion 
irradiation to about the same extent. Hydrogen ion 
irradiation reduced cupric oxide to pure metal but 
helium ion irradiation did not greatly affect it. This 
illustrates that, particularly in the case of copper 
oxide, thcre cvidcntly arc some chemical effects 

occurring which are important for certain pure 
materials, in addition to the mechanical effects 
of sputtering. The other oxides were affected only 
slightly by irradiation. 

Figure 7-10 shows some rock-forming m i n e d  
powders before and after hydrogen irradiation. 
Quartz is not changed much. There is a strong 
correlation between composition and the amount 
of darkening. Basic materials generally turn darkcr 
and bluer than acidic materials. 

Figure 7-1 1, also illustrating the effect of compo- 
sition, shows enstatitc, which is mainly magnesium 
silicate, and hypersthene, in which some of the 
magnesium atoms are replaced by iron. The hyper- 
rthene is darker and biuer than the ensiatik In 
other words, the iron content has an effect on the 
optical propertics of an irradiated mineral. This 
probably has something to do with the fact that 
iron is a transition metal and itself forms non- 
stoichionietric compounds. 
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Figure 7-12 shows some irradiated igneous rock 
powders. Again the effect of composition is striking 
-the basic materials are generally darkened and 
less red than the acidic materials. Note that the 
irradiated chondrite is much darker than any of 
the igneous rocks. 

Figure 7-13 gives the effect of particle size on the 
quantitative photometric properties of olivine 
basalt powder; these are the photometric charac- 
teristics which were defined in connection with 
Figure 7-1. The gray bands on all the curves are 
the range of lunar values. 

The nornial albedo of the unirradiated matcrial 
increases as the particle size decreases, but for the 
irradiated material the albedo is roughly constant. 
The backscatter ratio decrcascs drastically with 
particle size. The ariiount of positive polarization is 
a strong function of particle size and decreases in a 
very striking manner as particle size decreases. For 
large materials the polarization is far too great for 
the moon. For large particles the phase angle of 
the positive polarization peak is shifted to niuch 
higher values than is true for the moon. I n  our 
apparatus we can measure only up to a maximum 
phase angle of 130 degrees and the 4+ curve is still 

rising at 130 degrees for the particles which. are 
labeled with an arrow. Thus the polarization pro- 
vides another indication that large chunks of 
material are not exposed at the lunar surface. This 
has been emphasized by Dollfus. The material 
labeled as being one ccntimcter in size on the figure 
actually refers to the freshly brokcn surface of solid 
rock and is not pulverized material. 

It is clear from this figure that only particles 
which are of the order of 1 to 10 p in size can 
simultaneously reproduce all the lunar photornetric 
characteristics. I t  is possible, however, to reproduce 
one or two of the lunar photometric propertics in 
other ways. For instance, a high backscatter ratio 
can be obtained by using chunks of vesicular rock 
formed into a jumbled surface that is riddlcd with 
tunnels pointing in all directions. However, in 
general, such large chunks will have a high 
polarization, far too high for the moon, and the 
phase angle of the maximum polarization has too 
large a value. Also, Lyot and Dollfus found in their 
investigations that certain varieties of volcanic ash 
would have the correct polarization curves, but 
these ashes do not have the correct brightness 
functions. I t  may be inferred that the size distribu- 

t 
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FIOURE 7-12: Effect of irradiation on rock powden. 
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FIGURE 7-1 3: Photometric properties of olivine-basalt powders vs particle size. 
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tion of particles composing the lunar soil peaks shown in this figure; the optical properties of 
somewhere between 1 and 10 p. material treated with gamma rays is virtually the 

Figure 7-14 shows the effect of radiation dose same as for the unirradiated material. The effect of 
on the photometric propcrties of olivine basalt helium ion irradiation to a dose of about 88 
powder. All the cucvcs saturate in a time on the coulo~nbs/cm~ is essentially the same as a three to 
order of a hundred thousand years or so 011 the five times larger dose of hydrogen ion irradiation. 
moon. The effect of gamma ray irradiation is also On the basis of these curves, it is reasonable to 
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FIGURE 7-14: Photometric properties of 1-5 c olivine-basalt powders vs irradiation time. 
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state that the avcragc particle on the lunar surface 
has been exposed for a t ine on the ordcr of a 
hundrcd thousand to a inillion years. This is much 
less than any estimates of the ages of most features 
on the lunar surface. 

After prolonged irradiation the albedo of most 
rock powders actually gets lower than thc lunar 
surface albedo. Hence, i t  appcars that some agent 
is counteracting this darkening process. Some irra- 
diated rock powder was placed in a vacuum 
furnace and heated to 45OCC and held there for 
over a day. There was no apprcciablc changc in 
the photometric properties; these coatings appeared 
to be quite stable. 

A reasonable explanation for the higher lunar 
albedo is that micronieteorites are continually stir- 
ring up the surface and exposing undarkencd 
materials. At all tiriles one sees a mixture of 
darkened material and undarkened material such 
that the average particle must ha;e been exposed 
on the lunar surface for something like a hundred 
thousand years. 

We also investigated the effect of porosity of the 
surface. We took the same powder and formed 
surfaces, by pressing, pouring, and sieving the 
powder, i i i  order to see :he effect of compaction oc 
the photometric propcrries. in  the case of both the 
pressed and the sieved material, the photometric 
peak is wider than that of the moon, but for differ- 
ent reasons. Only the poured material gave the 
correctly shaped backscatter peak. The prcsscd 
powder does not have a sufficiently complex and 
open structure to backscatter well. The sieved 
powder has the requisitc complex structure, but 
even aftcr irradiation the’ particles arc somewhat 
translucent,. In a loose structure, light can shine 
through the particles and the powder will appear 
too bright at large phase angles. When a powder 
is poured, the particles form clumps sufficiently 
complex to backscatter well, but which will also 
block spme of the transmitted light. Surfaces with 
the correct optical properties can be made by 
pouring the powder in a vacuum as well as in air. 

Apparenriy the iuriar suriitcc is iioi porous to the 
extreme extent that Hugh Van Horn and I s u g  
gested previously. Y’ne surface does not have an 
extremely underdense, fairy castle structure, but 
rather consists of loose clumps of finc particles 
which are quite complex and capable of back- 
scattering strongly. The porosity is about 80 per 
cent, instead of being something like 90 per cent, 

which would be the case for the fairy castle struc- 
ture. This is still quite underdense. The powder is 
very compressive; it has the consistency of baking 
flour. If there were even a few feet of this material, 
an astronaut would sink into it up to his knees and 
would have great difficulty churniiig his way 
through. The dust would stick to him and would 
likely bc quite a nuisance in a number of ways, and 
I imagine that on the moon anything which is a 
nuisance is dangerous. 

Figure 7-1 5 shows the effect of chemical compo- 
sition on the photometric characteristics of rock 
powders. In all cases, the effect of irradiation is to 
bring the photometric propertics close to those of 
the moon. The backscatter ratio of the irradiated 
powder shown here is a little bit high. However, in 
this experiment we were more interested in investi- 
gating the effect of composition on the photometric 
properties than in duplicating those of the moon, 
so uniformity of the samples was our primary 
concern. As shown in Figure 7-2, thc backscatter 
ratio, at  least for basic rock powdcrs, can be re- 
duced by a proper preparation of the surfacc. 

Most rocks, when ground to a fine particle size, 
are relatively colorless, so their color indices are 
quite !CY:. Only after irradiation docs the color 

dency of the effect of irradiation is to redden rock 
particles. Evidently the dark compounds that coat 
these particles absorb more heavily in the blue than 
in the red. 

There are a few remarks that can be made about 
the effect of composition. As one goes from an 
a’cidic to a basic material the albedo of the irradi- 
ated powder decreases. There is a slight tendency 
lor the backscatter ratio to decrease. The polariza- 
tion maximum tends to increase, and this is 
directly connected with the decrease in albedo. The 
polarization is dependent on two things: (1) the 
light which is reflected from the surface of the 
particles, which is positively polarized; and (2) the 
light which is refracted through the particles, which 
is negatively polarized and which tends to cancel 

material is darkened and made more absorbing, 
some of the refracted, negatively poiarizsd light is 
cut out and the positive polarization is enhanced. 
Roughly speaking, irradiated acidic matcrials are 
redder than the basic materials, especially thcir 
blue-green index. Howcvcr, there is not much 
variation in the red-green index. Thcse arc rough 

towaid [‘ne bGnai vaiucs* *I-- ;ne g”‘:C’dl - - - - - - 1  tea- 

cui SDirrf of the i;asi:ivt pz!zriza:icn. As. the 
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trends, but there are departures from thcse trends. 
Now consider the powdered chondrite shown at 

the extreme right of Figure 7-15. This is a sample 
of Plainview, a bronzite chondrite. After receiving 
the same amount of irradiation as the rest of the 
rocks, its albedo dropped far below that ol the lunar 
surface. The polarization positive maximum was 
way up to 43 per cent. The negative minimum 
droppcd down to 2.5 per cent. The colors remained 
mnch bluer than the moon. There may be some 
indication here that at least chondritic meteorites 
do not come from the moon. One might say that 
perhaps the flux of micrometeorites at the lunar 
surface which is stirring up the material is bigger 
than we think it is, so that the average particle is 
irradiated just very slightly. This would tend to 
keep most of the optical properties of the chondrite 
within the range of lunar values except for the 
red-minus-green index, which would stay too low. 

The primary reason that the photometric prop- 
erties of the chondrite are different from those of 
igneous rocks is the high metallic iron content of 
the meteorites. Adding 15 per Ceilt by weight of 
metallic iron to any rock has the effect of increasing 
the positive and negative polarizations and of 
decrcasing the color, iiia'n;ng the ;;:aieiid mudi  
bluer. 

Finally I would like to see if these studies can 
give a n y  iridication concerning the composition of 
the highlands and the maria. As you know, there 
are two thcorics. One says that the highlands are 
of different composition than thc maria. Figure 
7-1 5 is consistent with the thcory of the highlands' 
being more acidic than the maria. 

The other theory, due to Gold, is that the 
material on the highlands contains a larger admix- 
ture of unirradiated material than that in the 
maria. That is to say, the material exposed on the 
surface of the maria is older on the average than 
the material covering the highlands. However, 
Figure 7-14 shows that all the photometric prop- 
erties are monotonically changing functions of 
radiation dose. That is, as one increases the dose, 
the positive polarization rises, the negative polari- 
zation decreases, the color indices all change 
monotonically. 

Thus, if the only effect were one of exposure age, 
then we would expect that the differences in, photo- 
metric properties of the highlands and the maria 
would always be in the same direction everywhere 
on the moon. It  is known that this is not always the 
case. As far as I know, there is no correlation be- 
tween, for instance, the amount of negative 
polarization and the albedo, although there i s  a 
correlation between positive polarization and 
albedo. In general, the maria tend to be somewhat 
b!uer than the highlands; this i p  just the opposite 
from what would be expected of most bocks, 
which tend to get redder with increasing dose, 

last argument is not a very strong one because 
igneous rocks which are rich in ferric oxides are 
initially red and become bluer under irradiation. 
Nevertheless, I feel that there are some tentative 
indications that the differences in the photonietric 
properties of the light and dark areas of the moon 
are at least partly due to real differences in cornpo- 
sition and not just to differences in exposure age. 

r i ihcr &ai; =!ha- ...-s.r ----*-A U*..~LI~CY thi. 
t ----I ...,, L, -cL" U . Y . ' A . b l .  .CY........ 



APPENDIX D 

8. 

The Application of Polarized Light for the 
Study of the Surface of the Moon 

A. Dollfus 
Observatoire dc Paris, Section d'Astrophyaiqtre, Meudon (Seine et Oh), France 

The ciirve of polarization of the moon is the plot 
of the percentage of polarization as a function of 
the phases of the moon. The polarization is called 
positive if the largest component is perpendicular 
to the plane of the sun, the earth, and the moon, 
and is called negative if this component is parallel 
to this plane. Figure 8-1 shows the fringe polari- 

meter that we used for those measurements. The 
accuracy is or 0.1 per cent in the amount of 
polarization. 

Figure 8-2 is the original curve that Lyot pro- 
duced more than half a century ago. It shows the 
maximum of polarization for the evening moon and 
the morning moon. We immediately sec that we 
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FIOURE 8-1 : Polarization of the moon (after Lyot, 1929). 
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f i c u ~ r  f b 2 :  'The rringc polarimeter uscd to measure the polarization of the moon. 
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FIOIJRE 8-3: Measurements on thc negative branch of 
the polarizatiori curve. 

can split the problem in two: first, the explanation 
of the negative branch, and second, the discussion 
of the maximum of polarization. 

Figure 8-3 shows measurements of the negative 
part of the curve. I t  is ciose to the full moon, just 
before an eclipse, when the phase angle is very 
small. The dispersion of the measurement is less 
than 0.1 per cent. Curves are given for the darkest 
maria, like Mare Procellarum, and for the bright 
areas. Departures for the near curves occurred for 
phase angles larger than 20 degrees, but all of these 
measurements are the same in the negative branch. 
Fnr mczs! i re~c~l ts  rr?~de in I!! qectrz! ranges 
from visible light to infrared at 1 .OS p, the ncgative 
b ia id i  ieiiiaifis exactly the saifie. This branch is 
not sensitive to the wavelength nor to the albedo of 
the surface. 

At the laboratory we are able to reproduce such 
a curve and it appears that it is very specific of a 
special kind of surfacc; it can be reproduced only 

~ 
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on powders of dark grains of all sizes stuck together, 
the grains completely absorbing the light in a few 
wavelengths of thickness. 

Figure 8-4 shows laboratory results about the 
negative branch of the polarization on different 
kinds of material, in cases of loose deposits and 
compact deposits of powders. The loose deposits of 
dark grain materials reproduced exactly this prop- 
erty of the surface of the moon. The compact 
deposit did not. We measured many other kinds of 
materials. I published scme results in the past in 
Professor Kopal's book and in Professor Kiiiper's 
book; therefore, I prefer not to discuss it extensively 
here. 

The case is that all the surface of the moon gives 
the same curve. So we must conclude that the 
surface of the moon is covered in all the parts by a 
layer of dust at  least a millimeter thick, which is 
made of small grains and is completely absorbing. 
I would like to be very positive on this point. I t  is 
certain, because fortunately the curve is very 
specific for powder of dark grains for all the areas 
of the surface of the moon. 

I have another proof of this property: it is 
depolarization of the light. If a sample is lighted by 
a completely polarized !ight, the scattered light is 

A LLJluu4. al.louni 01 polariza- 
tion is a function of the reflecting power of the 
surface. We measured the depolarization factor of 
the surface of the moon by measuring the polariza- 
tion of the ashen light, because the ashen light is 
the scattering by the moon of the light coming from 
the earth. The light of the earth at 90 degrees is 
very highly polarized. Therefore, if we measure the 
polarization of the ashen light, and if we know the 
initial polarization of the light of the earth, we can 
deduce the depolarization factor of the surface of 
the moon. 

Figure 8-5 is a picture that we took at Pic-du- 
Midi with the coronagraph, which was used for this 
study of the moon. The occulting disk of the moon 
has a window with absorbing glasses, showing the 
edge of the moon, namely Mare Crisiuin. The 

last mountains at the terminator are secn at  the 
edge of the disk. This piate was taken before the full 
moon, with a phase angle of about 20 degrees. 
We are able to detect and measure the ashen light 
very close to the full moon. 

Polarimetric measurements on the ashen light 
selected with the coronagraph enabled us to give 

pari;i' dcpaiarized; I-- --":2..-: "m 

P I .  

sshe:: !igh: is passing a: :hc edge of thc disk. The 

D 
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FIGURE 8-4: Laboratory-derived ncgative-branch polarization curves for various matcriab. 
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. 4 

- FXOWRE 8-5: Coronagraph picture of the moon, creating an artificial lunar eclipse with the ashen light ahown at the 
edge of the occulting disk. 
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POL&RliATION OF A5HEN LIGHT 
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on the dark regions of the lunar surface. PHASE ANGLE (degrees) 

t11c con~plctc polarization curve of this ashen light, 
;I\ SI'VII  i n  rigurc 8-6. The plots arc thc phase angle 
\ s  thc .unount of polarization. If we compute thc 
p ~ l ~ ~ r i z i ~ t i o n  of thc carth we conclude that most of 
ttic. pularization is duc to scattering by thc atmos- 
jhcrc at' thc carth. 'Thc inaxiinurn polarization is 
C ~ ~ J C L I C ~  to tx about 80 degrces. It is exactly what 
ivc fotiiid. Biit we have to kiiow the cxact amo;int 
oi poianznrion given by the earth ai. an 8u-degrce 
/)II:ISC aiiglc. We did that by measurements from 
balloons. 

FiKiirc 8-7 shows one of the flights we made in 
l't-mcc. ?'his particular flight we launched from the 
3fcudon Obscrvatory. On the occasion of s w h  
f l i ~ l i t s  usiiig a visual polarimctcr wc riieasured the 
1)()1;1i iTiition at scvcral heights and wcre able to 
r~Ii.i1)013tc the polarization as if thc carth were 
s i r t i  fioiii thc outside. 

I'is1irc 8 8 shows SOIIIC of thc results. One of the 
I N O  ciirvcs ;It the top is a Incasurcment of the 
siiihcv Iroln the &roiiIid. Thc othcr is taken at a 
Iii*itht of  1 kin. With siiiiilar incasiirciiicnts we arc 
:II)IV lo c-xtral)olntc to infinity. If we know the 
. t i i i o t i i i t  VT p1;iriziitiun of thc I ~ O O I I ,  we arc ablc to 
tlrclircc- thc cl~yolariziiig factor of the earth. 

complctcly different. Again, the depolarization 
factor is a very crucial result, characteristic of a 
powder of very absorbing grains. This powder 
covcrs all the surface of the moon. 

Figurc 87-10 is a microscopic picture of a typical 
powder that is probably similar to the surface of 
thc 111oon; the size is 3 mm square. This powder 
gives exactly the negative range of polarization and 
the depoiarization cocficient of the surface of tne 
moon. 

The next problem will be to try to improve these 
results by studying the maxiinurn of polarization. 
The variation of maximum polarization may en- 
able US to give additional data about the compo- 

.sition and the nature of these powders. Uiifortu- 
nately we have not yet coinplcted this work; we are 
doing the ineasurements. I would like to report 
here the current state of the measurements. We 
tricd to cxtend thc polarization to a largcr range 
of wavelengths became the inaximuin of polariza- 
tion is wavclcngth dependent. 

Wc divided the moon in sclccted areas in which 
we are taking polarimetric ~ n c a ~ u r e r n ~ n t ~  (Figure 
8-11), We have two kinds of areas: 14 large ones 
for thc infrarcd to ultraviolct incasureinents in all 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
.e.-."* F . r . r \ r  ,\r "1 .I... L a A L  ....-k-..-- a t i i r n L L  0: ikie lljo01-l as a fiiijcijofi of S ~ X ~ G !  !'~a:i;i~s. ?%'c have .W*/UZ! po!ariiiic:cis f ~ i  

t k  :~lt~c.do of the surface. The dots and crosscs arc several wavclcngth ranges. Figure 8-1 2 shows the 
1 l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ l ~ w i t s  obtaincd on dark powders madc of tclcscope itself, with photoclectric polariiiicter. I t  
slllalll grains of complctcly absorbing inatcrial. It is a Casscgrainian coudC, and the light is rcRrcted 
f i r \  cxi+ctly the mcas r i r~m~nt~ ;  other kinds of by a mirror, introdticing a spurious polarization 
11~1twids likc barc rocks or powders of transparent that we have to takc into account in  the final study 
gmim did not. All 0 t h  kinds of surfaces arc of thc incasurements. 
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FIGURE 8-7: Flight launched from Meudon Observatory. 
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completely independent of the albedo, but the 
maximum of polarization is strongly dependent on 
the albedo. 
Now going more to the infrared, Figure 8-14 

reduced in the two cases. Again the negative 
branch is still the same. Figure 8-15 is for 1.05 p, 
and again the scattering of the measureinenta is 
good, but the polarization is still reduced. The 
maximum of polarization is a function of the albedo 
and of the wavelength. 

Now we have enough measureinents to disen- 
tangle these two factors; Figure 8-16 shows the 
variation of the maxiniuin of polarization as a 
function of the brightness or the albedo. For visible 
light we have a very sharp variation of the maxi- 
mum of polarization with brightness, and for 
infrared IneaSurementS we have again this varia- 
tion, but with a lower amount. 

Figure 8-1 7 shows the variation of the maximum 
of polarization as a function of wavelength. This is 
r-- e-..- A:~T--,.-* n#--,. _-... 
of the darkest areas on the moon; Mare Crisium; 
and two iight contincnts. The curves show the 
strong variation of maxiintiin of polarization as a 

So wc have now about all the quantitative infor- 

PHASE ANGLE (degrees) 

S~IOWS the curves ;"or 0.95 p .  Tht: polarization is - 
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FIGURE &E: Polarization measurements of the ground 
from near the surface of the earth and from a height of 

1u1 I W l l l  U,l.L.L,.L U.L.(1J. , V L U & L  * .u.,,";!!i:a:is, =;.e 
Figure 8-13 shows thc infrarcd ~neastiremcnts 

Cor spcciai areas, at 0.85 p wavcicngth. One of the 
two curves is for one of the darkest surfaccs of the 
moon, Mare Tranquillitatis. An idea of the fiinction of wavclcngth, from 1.1 to 0.6 p .  

northcast of Marc Crisium; the negative branch is wavclcngth. WC can make coinparativc ineasure- 

- 
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FIOURE 8-10: Picture (3 mm square) of a typical powder viewed through a microscope. 
I 
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FIUURE 8-1 1 : Sclccted arcas under polarimetric measurement study. 
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FIGURE 8-12: 40-inch Telescope at Meudon Observatory u x d  for photoelectric measurements of polarization on 
p!!a~cts 2nd the moon. 
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rnents at  the laboratory to see if some information 
can be deduced from these data. We measured at 
the laboratory with the photoelectric polarimeter 
and with the visual polarimeter. 

Figure 8-18 shows one of the instruments we 
used for laboratory measurements. The sample is 
put in the holder, and we can change the angle and 
azimuth of the light. We can also tilt the direction 
of observation of the photoe 

Figure 8-19 shows some characteristic curves 
with materials selected for obvious theoretical 
reasons: two kinds of obs n, the brecciated 
coating of the Meteor Crater in Arizona, tektites, 
etc. We measured also several other powders of this 
kind. It can be seen immediately that all these 
curves are too flat; they are not able to reproduce 
the negative branch. This is because these surfaces 
are not dark enough. I pointed out that we must 
use powder of grains in loose deposits of very 
absorbing material; all the:? surfaces are not dark 
enough. 

Figure 8-20 shows different kinds of achondrite 
meteorites with enstatite. The negative branch 
cannot be reproduced because the powders are far 
too light. The maximum of polarization is com- 
-1 - v,cte:y eui of SCaIe. 

Figure 8-21 shows &e resuits f ~ i  &e dizei~ni 
kinds of chondritic meteorites with enstatite, 
bmnzite, hypersthene. Most of these have not 
enough negative branch. Rut one of those is closer 
to the moon; it is a meteorite very rich in olivine, 
and the blackness is 0.045. This curve, number 1, 
is not very far from the moon, but cannot reproduce 
exactly the surface of the moon. Olivine meteorites 
give a first indication about the interpretation. 

The best fits are given by ash flows of broken 
lava. If we pulverize lava samptes, or if we measure 
ashes from volcanic areas, we are very close to the 
surface of the moon, as can be seen in Figure 8-22. 
Different varieties of Vesuvius and other volcanic 
mhes are represented. If you accept the last one as 
k i n g  far too light with an albedo of 0.56, and the 
other having brightness of the same order as in the 
case of the moon, it  cait be secii that t k  fitgii!ivt 
branch fits the curve of the moon well and the 
variation of P maximum with aibiedo is of the 
order as indicated on the moon. We are proceeding 
at the laboratory to make more compfete investiga- 
tions about the ash and lava powders. 

However the situation is far more complicated, 
as Dr. Hapke pointed out, because we must take 
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ROURE 8- 17: Variation of the amount of the maximum 
polarization as a function of wavelength. 

into account the effect of the proton-darkening. 
This proton-darkening confuses the situation be- 
cause some of the light materials of which we gave 
curves may fit the curve of the moon after appro- 

In Figure 8-23 is a measurement we made with 
Di-. j. Gc&e at Maficktei .  The ramp!t: is an 
enstatite achondrite; the darkest area was darkened 
by 16-kv bombardment. Figure 8-24 shows that 
the properties of the darkened part of this matcrial 
give a very good reproduction of the negative 
branch of the polarization. The curve of polarizn- 

priate b3mbardmext by rsdiatien. 
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FIGURE 8-19: Characteristic polarization curves of two 
kinds of obsidian, the breccia of the Meteor Crater 
(Arizona), and tektites. 
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FIGURE 8-20: Comparison polarization curves of the 
moon and achondrite mctcorites. 
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lion of  h e  cnstatite achondrite is shown before 
d;irkciiiiig; i t  has no negative branch at all. The 
ciirvc tiw:isIircd aftcr the darkening is identical to 
tlic ciirw of the moon. Thc reproduced ncgative 
l ~ r . i i d a  is iilicspwtcdly good. This seems to give a 
t l c f i i i i t c  fit of optical properties. 

A grc.;it iiiiiiil>cr of powdcrs may fit this negative 
1 ) )  a i ic l i ,  poviclcd they are darkened cnotigh by 
proton lmiil~ard~ncnt. Furthermore the variation 

areas, by a coating, a layer of dust of small 
ticlcs, not compacted, and very absorbing. For 
explanation of the nature of the powder, polar 
tion techniques are not so specific because sever 
possibilities occur. The proton bombardment ma 
have somcthing to do with the result. But 
follow in two ways now: a careful study of 
igneous vo!canic rocks, brokcn into powder, 
the effe'st of darkening by protons. 

I VfSUVlVI (APRIL IO, 1906) 
ARGI UNPOLISHfD 
W l I C L I S  B - 0 . 0  

FIGURE 8-22: Characteristic polarization curves of ashen 
from various volcanic areal. 

of maximum of polarization with wavelength is 
very good. The only point in the sample shown is 
that the variation of brightncss with wavelength is 
too high in this special kind of sample. 

As a conclusion I would like to point out that 
polarization gave a very certain result, that the 
surface of the moon is covered in all parts, in all 
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~ U R F .  8-23: Samplc of an cnstatltc achondrite, part of which has k c n  darkcned by proton bombardment. 
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ENSTATlTE ACHONDRITE ( Khor Temiki ) ALTERED BY PROTON BOMBARDMENT 
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FIGURE 8-24: Characteristic polarization curve) of enstatite achondrite before and after being darkened by 
proton bombardment. 
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17. 

Radio Measurements of the Moon 

F. Drake 
Cornell Uniucrsity, Zthaca, New York 

I want to discuss briefly some radio measure- 
ments of the moon at 3-mm wavelength, which 
seem to develop points relevant to some of the 
previous discussions, particularly the infrared 
measurements of Shorthill, Saari, and Ingrao. The 
work I want to call to your attention was done 
principally by Bruce Gary at the Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory arid Joseph Stacey at  Aerospace 

FIOURE 17-1: Thc I5-foot antenna of Aerospace Cor- 
poration. 

Corporation, using the 15-foot antenna of Aero- 
space Corporation which is shown in Figure 17-1. 

With this antenna, lunar maps with a resolution 
of one-tenth of the lunar diameter have been made 
at a number of epochs in a lunation as shown in 
Figure 17-2. In making the maps, a sensitive 
radiometer and digital techniques were used. 

The next three figures show maps that are 
typieal examples of the results obtained. 'l'he 
brightness-temperature contours are is degrees 
Kelvin. Figure 17-3 is nearly at the time of the 
new moon. The optical appearance of the moon is 
shown in the upper right-hand portion of these 

-. 

H 
n 

FIGURE 17-2: Lunar phases at which maps of brightness- 
ternperaturc have k e n  made. 

271 
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FIGURE '1 7-3: Map showing the brightness-temperature in degrccs Kelvin, at the time of the new moon. 
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FWURE 17-4: Map showing the brightness-temperature in degrees Kelvin, at the time of half-moon. 
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figures. We note that the level from which the 
radiation is coining is about 3 cm or SO below the 
surface of the moon, very near the surface. The 
minimum temperature is about 150'K. 

Figure 17-4 shows the half-illuminated moon. I t  
can be seen that where the sunlight is illuminating 
the moon, it has become much warmer. The mini- 
mum temperature is still 150°K in the portion of 
the moon that has been dark longest. 

\ 

Figure 17-5 shows the situation at  full moon. 
Notice the asymmetrical displacement of the con- 
tours, which is the well-known phenomenon of the 
thermal wave lagging the insolation. 

Looking at Figure 17-6 we see that the maximum 
temperature is about 280"K, which means that 
even at depths of only a few inches, slightly below 
the level to which we are observing, the tempera- 
ture never rises above the freezing point of water. 

S 

24 JUL 64 = 1 7 9 O  

FIGURE 17-5: Map showing the brightness-tempcrature in dcgrccs Kelvin, at the time of the full moon. 
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Another important point which is not apparent 
froin these figures is that when we follow a point 
of constant phase, we observe essentially the same 
temperature, suggesting that the radiocmissivity of 
the moon at this wavelength is very nearly iso- 
tropic. This rcquires structures evcrywhcre on the 
surface of the moon that are a fraction of a milli- 
meter in size or larger, which is consistent with 
remarks made previously by many speakers here. 

These data can be used to produce a lunar phasc 
curve, which is shown in Figure 17-6. Th' IS curve 
is for the equatorial region. The mean temperature 
is 206'K, sotnewhat less than that observcd at 
longer wavelengths. However, when one takes thc 
errors into account, there is not yet a significant 
difference in the mean tcmpcrature from, say, 21 
cm to this wavelength. This is contrary to the 
conclusions of Troitskiy. 

An interesting point in this curve is that the 
phase lag is about 22 degrees in general, as it 
should be, indicating we have a substance of very 
low thermal conductivity. However, there is an 
abrupt rise in the curve at phase 90 degrees when 
the sunlight first appears. Also, there is a point of 
inflection at  about 280 degrees phase. This means 
t h t  the zirr?p!c theory for the lunar radio emission 
cannot fit these phase curves. We appear to have 
principally material of very low thermal con- 

ductivity, but to explain the abrupt rise at 90 
dcgrecs and the point of inflection, there must be a 
second component, not in depth, but on the sur- 
face. This is, of course, consistent with the ir- 
regularities shown by the radar and by the infrared 
measurements. 

Figure 17-7 shows phase curves for many lati- 
tudes. These can be used to compare measurements 
at specific points on the moon with the average 
lunar behavior to find thermal anomalies in the 
radioemission, 

This part of the reduction is still in process, but 
Figurc 17-E shows the results one gets when one 
compares simply the mare ground against thc 
highland ground. We find systematic temperature 
differences which average out to 3.0 f 0.3'K. 

This 3'K difference is more than can be ex- 
plained by the albedo difference effect on thc solar 
radiation absorbed. That albedo difference, using 
the optical albedo, would give a 1.5'K difference. 
There is another 1S'K that is unexplained. We 
think a simple explanation of this is that the 
infrared emissivity of the marc ground is slightly 
less, about 4 per cent, than with the highland 
ground. 

Figure 17-9 shows an astempt ta go a bit Girthe:. 
Here we have a detailed map of the differences in 

* 

- 

LOCAL PHASE. deq 

FIOURE 17-6: Lunar phasc curve for the equatorial region. 
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FIGURE 17-7: Lunar phase curve for many latitudes. 

temperature from the expected means, super- 
imposed on the map of Shorthill and Saari. The 

with the arrangement of highland and mare regions 
indicating that it is simply the albedo difference 
that is causing most of the observed effect. In  
addition there is some correlation with the anorn- 

alies indicated by Shorthill and Saari, for instance, 
in the Mare Humorum. Our coldest rcgion is where 

-.I-. -1.- l-hh A ... Y 

correlation is again consistent with a low infrared 
emissivity, because such emissivity will also explain 
the thermal anomaly seen in the'infrared at the 
time of a lunar eclipse. 

. d l C  of L::CbC G:;uIl:e::cb z : 4 I l p y  CVLI . , IPC&~ L I ' C i  3LL the f?TVest therma! s::oma!Ieg ~;.osu siiuc+,.-. al---- _ - - - - I : - -  -:--l-. -----l-.-- +ha.. n _ _  

LocaL PHASE, deg 

FICUW 17-8: Comparison of tcmperatrirc differences hctwccn thc mare ground and ihc highland ground. 
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The points I want to stress are the apparent 
correlation with the infrared anomalies; the fact 
that we need 1-mm structures all over the surface; 
the fact that at least a two-component model Seems 
required; and lastly that the phase curve itself 
supports the old idea that the moon is a very poor 
thermal conductor in its upper layers. ’ 

DISCUSSION 

SACAN: I would like to comment about the 
problem of relating measured brightness tempera- 
tures with temperatures deduced irom Visual 
albedoes. We have measured the reflectivities as a 
function of wavelength of a variety of common 
materials. There is in almost every case a tendency 
for the reflectivity to increase markedly longward 
of about 7,000 angstroms, that is in the near 
infrared. 

There is a perfectly good reason for this-elec- 
tronic transitions occur in the ultraviolet and 
visible. The infrarcd fundamentals occur in the 
three- to ten-p region. Around 1 p we are stuck 
with the second or third overtone, which is down 
mznv nrders nf magniti~!c in absorption coefficicnt. 

Thercforc, a photon incident on a granular 
material at 1 p can make many reflcctions and 
re-emerge without having been absorbcd, which is 
not the case in further infrarcd or shorter wave- 
lengths. 

It follows that the infrared reflectivity of the 
moon should bc much larger than it is in the visible, 
and the integrated or bolometric albedo should be 
much larger. 

I would think that a discrcpancy of 1 or 1.5 
degrees between the predicted and computed 
temperatures for the maria and highlafids can be 
attributed to a difierence in the infrared part of the 
reflectivities, or at least a riiajor fraction of it, and 
wc can also probably sqilccze something out of the 
emissivitia. 
DRAKE: Yes. I am in agrccinent. Let me clarify 

what I said. It is simply that ihcre is a diffcrencc, 
cvident!y ir! the infrared emissivity: between the 
highiands and Inare, and this we take as cibence 

that there are different materials there. By that I 
am trying to confirm statements made previously 
by other people. 

INGRAO: I would like to make the fdlowing 
remarks: It frightens me that we are discussing 
models and talking about differences in tempera- 
ture in absolute measurements of only a few 
degrees. 

I made a very simple calculation that I wanted 
to discuss yesterday--it is to compute thc coefficient 
of the propagation of errors in the parameter that 
you use to reduce your data. When you do that, it 
will frighten you that you are using parameters 
[mi are not so re!iaD!e to rtdwe yaw data. You 
are assuming emissivities for the reflcctance of the 
middle that you don’t find there always. 

We worked out two-layer models, and the infra- 
red measurements are very insensitive when the 
outer layer is bigger than 2.5 mm. So I don’t think 
I am in a position to accept or to give validity to 
infrared measurements that give a result of dust 
layer thickness or measurements of the order of 10 
or 7 mm, because all of the lines go together. There 
is a very small difference between the cooling curve 
for 7 mm, 10 mm, and infinity. The answer will 
come only from -people like Dr. Drake in the radio 
measurements. 

I have a curve that gives, at different times of 
the eclipse, the variation in temperature with 
depth. You can detect the difference that Dr. 
Drake is talking about in models at 3 cm, but in the 
infrared measurement we cannot do anything to 
differentiate between some models because the 
systematic errors are big enough to mask a distinc- 
tion between models. 

I think, as Dr. Drake did, that the selection of 
models will come from measurements. We can 
complement with the surface measurements. More- 
over, in our paper (Chapter 10) we make an 
analysis computing the efiicicncy of propagation of 
errors, and we bracket the errors that you should 
expect for high temperatures of this solar point and 
for low temperatures. To  take subsolar tempera- 
&dALs, ~ G X  will have to find very, very carchilly 
what technique has been used in order to find out 

-1 
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if there Is ani‘ systemtic PTT”T !?iddcn there: 
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Vacuum Ultraviolet Scattering Distributions 

M. C. Johnson 

%b 

hlensurernenta of reftecttriice and the profile of scattered intensit,y from rorlgh R I ~  smooth surloceu nre 
reported far incident radiation of 1‘316 A.  Tho yrofilca show tlie itileniiity of scattered UY in the pltirtn of 
inciderkce at various incident nnRleq. BIwk nppcaririg mrfaces arc found to have reflectancw highor tlinrr 
expected. 

Introduction 

Quite frequentl?. erpcriment.s involving thc clet,ection 
nf interniediate encrg? particles, such as soft x rays or 
Inn. energy charged pnrticlcs, are played with back- 
:rrouncl noise cau.wd by vacuum uv photons. In vicw of 
this, it wa,, m r p r i h g  to find that literature describing 
aiethod3 for mininiizing reflections of vacuum uv rnclin- 
tinu is quite spxrse. I I m t  of tho work rcported in this 
:iron has involvcd methods of iricrcnsing thc reflectance 
of yurfnces in th is  spectm! regicxi nrd !ncfisiiremcrits of 

We hero deucrihe n.orli which was rocorltly done in our 
laboratory to rnemiirc tho total rcflectirrico of various 
surfaces which have been treated or coated to reduce 
their vacuum uv reflectivity. The question to bo 
noswered ww, “HOW much does a roughcried or coated 
surface reduce a i d  redistribute reflected vacuum IIV 
rxlilintion?” 

Threc general types of surfaces were investigatecl. 
The first type included smooth metallic surfaccs evspo- 
Wed onto g las  slides a,nd highly polishcd (3-~c finicli) 
wmplcs of hulk metals. The slides were prepared to oh- 
tain data which coulcl be compared with publishccl tlnta 
on similar surfaces--the comparisori showed our results 
were in close agreement lvith reported values. The 
second type included mechnnically or chemicnlly 
roughericcl surfaces, such as those obtaincd by snnd- 
blasting or by anodizatioti. While the ii-iinrincr of rcflcc- 
tion in tlie latter two C;LSCS is diffcrcnt, the resulting 
r:ir!htiecln diQtrihi!tinrt is simiiar. .The third iype iii- 
cluded very black nhsorbcr surfwcs, such as soot, g01tI 
black, arid carbolt crystals, which have u large frw:ion 
of their reflectirig niicrosurf:iccs iucliticd at largc nngics 
to the average 5urf:m plniic. 

The apparatus tloviacrl to niciisurc the rcflcctniicos of 
thesc surfilces is ilIuutr:itcrl in Fig. 1. Maricrcliromntic 

tho refiectuttir of poii:.’ .fii.-a ’ n;ic I i i:v Li j i : : r i iL . ; . - :  &,.A c , . s n F o n n a  i)UI 1L*V.I.I. 1-7 

uv radintiori was providod by an 0.5-m !%ya-Nitmioka 
monochromator and an open-window ciipillary dis- 
charge. l’hc radiation emerging from the slit p m d  
through a 1.3-mm diam stop arid into the oxperimental 
chamber, which was pumped indepondently of the 
monochromator. Tho bean1 size at tho samplo at 
normal incirlcnce was 1.5 mm in diameter. 

A Chnnneltron niutliplier with an 8-mm con0 
shapcd input \ v n ~  usccl ns a dctcctor (Fig. 2). This de- 
rector, which is tlescrihod elsawhere,8*P has several 
u::ique fep.tures n-hich permit this type of rnensurornetit 
tci be iiide. Tt CZB he npnmtd at* wry  high gnins in a 
Haturtlted modo nnd has low rioiso RO thnt evury event at 
the apcrture which produces n photoolcctmn(8) is 
counted. Noisc counts aversgo abaut ono por .on0 
hundred xmmds. Thorefors, at 1210 A, RB fow a teii to 
twenty photons per second produco R signifioant output 
signal. Additionally, all of the input event8 produce 
output pulses of nearly the stcmo magnitude whon the 
detector is operated in the saturated modo. At vacuum 
uv waveicngths, the quantum efficiency of tho surface of 
the cone is roughly the same as tungsten, ranging from 
10% to 20% at 3 0  A to lo00 11 nnd then dropping 
sharply to less than 0.001% at 18% A. 

The high scnsitivity and low noise characteristics of 
the Charineltron multiplier are very important in this 
type of mcasurement, since the intensity of the reflected 
radiation intercepted by the cone is extrcmcly low. 
Thcac chtlracteristics and the sninl! aize of the detector 
(it occupics less th:tu a cubic inch) pcrniit tlic intensity 
distriixition of rile ~ a i t e r d  rac‘,i~tiz:: tc be mens1.n-d 
qui to accurately. Gonernlly, this type of niotu911rarnoi’li 
is undcrtitiien ui th  n very !aryo npcrtrrre typo d o h -  
tor,lo.lL which is iniieroutiy icss siiitocl fiir riccu;.stc!y 
moasuriiiy tho clist rihiit ion of tho refloctul iiitcnsity. 

The dctector w i a  niountcd on LL rod (Fig. 1) sllch that 
it could he rotated ohout the snniplc in thc pliitio of in- 
cidencc. Ariotlicr cone Chnririeltron rnultiplicr W R  
mounted on thc xiiiie fixture at 4.5” to tho plaiio of irici- 
dence. Thc wniplc \ m y  then positioned nt tho tlcnirod 
angle with respect to tho beam nnd the dctoctors wort 
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Fig. 2. Coue-helix Charmeltroil multiplier. 

inteiisity distribution out of the plane of incidence. 
Consccjuently, it \I as intuitively assumed that tlic 
c u i ~ e s  s h o w  i i i  thcse figures can be considered as thp 
cent rnl cross scctioii of R cylindrically symmetrical in- 
tensity c1istribution.l2 That is, it was assumed that the 
two (or more) angles (in Fig. 3) a t  which a given scatkr 
iiitciisity occurs dcfiiic the diameter of n circle of coli- 

,I, ... _r_ , - . , .- 1-  .,- .- __ 
a 
E 

*. 

f 

Fig. 3. Ileflected inisrrsity distributions of various metariala 

(b) 
Fig. 4 .  Symnict ry assu~np~ion iiwd to cnlculate totnl reflec 
iiitanhity: (a) constant intensity cylinders used to inkgr 
f O t d  reflectad iiltcn.;ity; ( I ) )  illlistration of nymmetry nssutl 

tion. 
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Table 1. Diffuse Reflectors 

L .  Sandblaated Bery l l lum 
Comer 

Table 111. Specular Reflectors 

15. IO. 0% 

- 
Surface  

1. Cold-Black 

2 .  Nlckal-Black 
1. Slnterad Conductlng 

Class 

L .  Sllver-Black 

5 .  Black Epoxy ?b. 1 

6. Black b o n y  No. 2 
7 .  liacic Epoxy So. 5 

4ngle-of-Incidence 

15. 
45. 
60' 
759 

45' 

15' 
30' 
$5. 
65' 

15' 
45.  
60. 
7 5. 

15- 
45. 
60' 
7 5- 

15. 

?5' 
4 5. 
75. 

emlsphrrlc? 1 
ReFlectancc 
0.765Z 
0.871X 
1.613% 
2.lL x 
11.1 7. 

11.1 x 
10.0 7. 
1 2 . 4  z 
12.9 ?! 

1.77 1. 
1.95 Z 
2.58 % 
3.1 x 
2 . 2 2  % 
2 . 4 2  x 
3.02 I 
3.69 Z 
5 .52  x 
L.6& x 
5.Y3 x 
6.77 % 

TaMe It. Intermediate Reflectors 

Surf m a  

1. Sandblaated No. 304 15.2% 
Sta in laso  Stan1 23.3% 

25.1% 
2. Sandblasted Oxygen 30. 18. OX 

Free toppar 45' 18.4X 
65' 20.6t. 

I.  Oxidized Beryllium 30' I 10.7% 
Copps: I 05- 11.31, ! 65. 1 19.7% 

Wtnnt intensity out of the plaric of incidence, as illus- 
tr:ited in Fig. 4. This assuniption is supported by 
memmrncnts of intensity 4.5" out of the plane of inci- 
h c e ,  as indicated in Fig. 8(d). Based on this assump- 
tion, a computer program WM written which calculated 
the total reflected irrterisity from the data. The results 
:we listed in Tahlcs I, 11, and 111. 

Comments 
There are :I tiurnher of interesting fcaturcs about these 

htu.  It is soniewhat surprising that the very black 
:lppcaring surfnccs 3re only about a factor of ten more 
Ambing in the ncuunt uv than surfaces which arc 
highly reflecting in visible light,. This means that the 
il*ficciiviiy of tkdi qjpesri;;g s::rfnc.\s &CS not de- 
wm as rapidly with dccrcnsirig wuvciengtlr as doos the 
i+ciiviiy of etiiny z;ppcc.,ri:;g surfnces. Also, easily 
Prcpmd black epoxics arc very nearly nbmrbkig 8:: 
;rdd blnck which is difficult to apply and has undcsirahlc 
nlcch:mical propcrt ies. Finally, sandblasting, ariodiza- 
~ ~ O I I ,  etc. hnve very little cffoct on thc total roflcctsncc 
.ct the.sc wavelengths, nlthougli tlicsc proccsscs do scat- 
'r-r tlic reflcctcd rnclint ion. 

Much can be donc to reducc unmntcd vacuum uv 
'dhxtions by iritelligcntly cmployiiig various combinn- 
tioris of spccuinr rcficctors trnd M i t C k  SUi.faci?S. SpCCa!nr 

Surface 

1. Commercial Bloc1 
Anodlzrd Almlnurn 

3. Evaporaccd Dlamucli 

4. BulL Pullshed SIcLrl 

5. Bulh P o l l s h L d  Eu. 104 
S t n l n l e a s  scre1 

10. Lvaporrtrd Aluminum 

nlrpticr t c a l  
:at l,!ct.mr" 

12.5% 
11.61. 
lL.11 
L5.51.  

16.1;. 
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1u . L:: 
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24 .ox 
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1: 1:: 
2h.4'. 
1:. 1'. 
!? :h" 

15.J: .  
14.m:. 

9 , I1 :! 
1 J . l : .  
11 .I)?. 

n. 1.: 

7.hjL 
7 . b 5 %  
9.50% 

Z,?.OOf 

26 .LZ  
29. I?. 
14.4). 
52.7'. 
53.01. 
10.0a 

I 

reflectors may be uscd to direct thc radiation in a harm- 
less direction, and black surfaces may be used to prevent 
high intensities from bcing scattered in any one direc- 
tion. 

The author would like to aclinowledge tho hclp of 
J. S. Miller who mndc up the surfaces arid made these 
measurements. 
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Abstraet-Thc dIiectio:,al re!?cc:ance was Seasured fc: Iunrr fines 2nd chips free: threc dl*cren! 
lunar rocks. The spectral reRectancc of the fines varied from approximately 7.0 per cent at 0.6 p 
to IS pcr cent at 2-0 { i .  The total retkctance for white light at ncar normal incidence is approxi- 
mately 10 per cent. The reflectance increased by approximately 40 per cent when the angle of 
illumination was increased from 20" to 60'. 

INTRODUCTION 
THE ENERGY balance of the lunar surface requires the knowledge of the absorptance 
as a function of the angle of illumination over the spectral range of solar energy. 
Presentcd in this paper is the'directional reflectance as a function of wavelength from 
0.5 to 2.0pm. and for white light for angles of illumination of 20, 30, 45 and 60 
degrees. The directional absorptance is readily obtained from our reflectance results 
by subtracting the directional refkctance from unity. These nieasuremcnts are not 
only uceful for lunar energy balance calculations but also to the lunar spacecraft and 
instrumentation dcsigners to aid them i n  estimating the overall heat transfer to their 
systems. Further, these data are useful in that they confiim remote sensing results. 

In order to determine the reflectance characteristics of lunar fines and rock chips, 
a vacuum integrating sphere system was developed which operatcd at pressure levels 
down to IO-' torr. 

MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUES 
The standard integratiri; sphere reflectometer is faniilar to many investigators; 

however, the modified sphere system used in our measurements is not in this category. 
We, thcrcfore, prcscnt a discussion on the modes of operation of our integrating sphere 
reflectometer. 

The directional reflectance was obtained with a sample, center-mounted in R 20 cm 
dia. integrating sphere reflectometer. The sphere coating was magncsium oxide. The 
sphere system is constructed with the sample held in a horizontal position, a necessity 
for powders, while by rotation of the sphere and external optics, angles of illumination 
or viewing up to approximately 75" are obtained. 

Since the theory of the integrating sphere is well known, it will be only briefly 
reviewed. Rzciiatior, directed cn a !est sample wi!hin !he integrating sphere i s  re- 
flected onto the sphere wall. If the wall is coated with a highly reflective and diffuse 

r--- 
The total radiation incident on a given area will be a summation of intensities from 

1993 

ifTaic-lw thrr\iiohnait the  cnhprp mterk ! ,  !hen m y  r2didcfi !?.i!!ing the wa!! is rc?.ec!ed d,,..,-", I ....'"b"v"' .e.., Y 
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the multiple reflections. A detector mounted at the sphere wall measures the intensity 
of the radiation striking a given area within the sphere. Two optical modes are 
commonly used for the center-mounted sample integrating sphere reflectometer. 

Directional hemispherical repectance 
Let the incident radiation be contained in a solid angle, An,, oriented at a specific 

angle y relative to the surface normal, Fig. la, and let reflected radiation be collected 

a. DIRECTIONAL- HEMSPHERICAL TECHNIQUE 

NORMAL 

---.All, 

HEMISPHERIC ALLY 
IRRADIATED 

TEST 

h MMISPHERICAL- DIRECTIONAL TECHNlOUE 

Fig. I .  Reflectance definition and coordinates. 

over the entire hemispherical space above the surface. We then define the directional 
hemispherical reflectance as a 

where de,,* is the reflected radiant energy that is collected over the entire hemispherical 
space and dei is the radiant energy contained in the incident beiim. In general, the 
magnitude of de,,& will depend upon the angle of illumination y of the incoming beam. 
This is called the direct mode of operation for the integrating sphere. 

Hemisphe..~~ral-directional rejectance 
Let the surface under study be illuminated hemispherically with diffuse radiation, 
while the refieckd intensity, Ir(@, is co!!ec:ed in a small solid angle AQ,, Fig. lb. 
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The hemispherical-directional reflectance is defined as 

640) = L ( @ / h / 7 r I -  (2) 
With the use of reciprocity, the reflectances in equations ( I )  and (2)  can be shown to 
be identical if the solid angles are the same, AQ, = AR,. 

p(v) = p(0) for 0 = W. (3) 

The measurement oFp(0) with the integrating sphere is called the reciprocal mode. 
Our integrating sphere was operated in the reciprocal mode, that is, the sample 

was illuminated by diffuse light from the sphere walls. The ratio of intensity when 

OPTICAL PATH 

,- MQO SURFACE 
VIEWING PORT 

1 

LAXIS OF ROTATION 
TO VACUUM MANIFOLD 

Fig. 2. Schematic of integrating sphere reflectometer. 

the center mounted sample was viewed to the intensity when the wall was viewed is 
the directional reflectance p(Q, (equation (2)) .  As represented in equation (3) this 
measurement is equivalent to illuminating the sample at an angle of incidence y equal 
to the angle of viewing 0.  

AQPARATUS 
A sketch of the apparatus used in this research is shown in Fig. 2. Tho integrating sphere was 

constructed of stainless stecl hemispheres. 20 cm in din., flanged and joined by a coppcr gasket seal. 
The interior of the sphere was smoked with MgO until a uniform coating of 2 mrn thickness was 
obtained. Ports were providcd on the sphere for the test sample, detector optics, light source. and 
vacuum pump. 

The sample holder was a stainless stecl cup, 3.8 cm in dia.. which could bc loci!cd along !he dia- 
metral plane of the sphcre and always held in a horizontal position. 

~ n c  viewing optics were arranged si, ihi i  i k  saiiip!i G i  sp!ic:c ?a!! C S S ! ~  k v ie~ed  by 
rotating the optical bench, Fig. 2. The spectral results were obtaincd with a Perkin-Eimer 112 U 

-. 
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spectrometer having a tungsten-iodine source and a lead-sulfide detector. The total or white light 
measurenients were made with a IO00 W tungsten-iodine lamp (DXW] with a reflector. The detector 
was a Kipp-Zonen CA-I thermopile. Details of the design and construction are presented in a tech- 
nical report, BIRKEBAK et a/. (1969). 

PROCEDURE 
Prior to installation of the lunar samples, the sphere system had been pumped down to approxi- 

mately 10- e torr and held there for several wceks. Those parts of the apparatus which would bccome 
contaminated by handling werc cleaned with a mcthanol and benzene solution prior to loading of the 
lunar samples. The lunar sample was loaded under atmospheric conditions and then immediately 
installed in the sphere and evacuatod to pressures below 10 torr. Also, all rock chips and onc sample 
of fines were tested in an atmosphere of dry nitrogen. Prior to loading of the lunar lines the sample 
hoider was cieaned with a methanoi-benzene soiution. The rock chips wcre held in place with double 
backed tape. 

18 I 

16 - 
VACUUM RUNS 

SAMPLE 84.68,l 

0 4- 0.4 0.6 0 8  ID 1.2 1.4 . 1.6 1.8 2.0 
WAVELENGTH ( p  MJ 

Fig. 3. Directional reflectance of lunar fines sample 10084-68. 

RESULTS 

Mciisurcnients wcrc madc on Apollo 1 I lunar samples numbcrs 10057-29 (type A); 
10047-23 (type B); 10048-21 (type C) and 10084-68 (type D). 

The directional reflcctancc of the lunar fines, 10084-68. iiicnsured for angles, 
ip = 0, of IO", 20", 30", 45" and 60" arc presented in Fig. 3, The curves are a smooth 
fit through data points tukcn at 0.02 p m  interval to 1.0 p m  and 0.05 pin to 2.0 pm. 
Sanipk 10084-68-1 was mountcd in llic sphere and thc systctn cv:icuated to pressures 
below IO-* torr. Thcrc itre no apparcnt absorption b:inds in thc data ovcr the spectral 
range s!udicd. ADAMS 2nd !WES (19?0) shows a.vety slight band a: 0 95 pm on 
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sample 10084-66 and his results correspond closely to the remote sensing results of 
MCCORD et at. (19G9). We are at the present time increasing our resolution in order 
to study the 0.95 pm region of the spectrum. ADAMS and JONES (1970) points out, the 
band is < 5  per cent change in the reflectance in this region. The vacuum reflectance 
measurements are in general accord with MCCORD et al. (1969) over the rest of the 
range of spectrum compared. 

The effect of angle of illumination on the reflectance is present in Table 1. The 

- 

Table I .  Normalized directional reflectance 
reflectancc (y)/reRectance (y  =- 20") 

Sample 10084-68 
Wavelength Angle of illumination y 

(Pm) 20" 30" 45" 60" -- _- __ - -. _- _l___l_- 

0-55 I .o I .09 1 3 4  I .sa 
0 6  I .o 097 I .45 1.36 
0.1 I .o I 4 0 6  1.13 1.44 
0.8 I .o I .02 1.17 1.33 
I .o I .o I .09 I .22 I .34 
1.2 I .o 1.08 1.25 1-34 
I .4 1 .o I .02 1.16 1.24 
I -6 I .o 1.03 1-19 1-30 
1.8 1 -0 I .os 1.15 1-29 
2.1 I .o I .03 1.19 1.31 
white light* 1.0 1.01 1.18 1-41 

Source, 1000 W DXW tungsten-iodine lamp. . 

results are presented as the ratio of reflectance p(y) to the refleciance at p(20"). The 
reflectance is seen to increase as the angle of illumination increases and this is in 
zccord wi:h eLetromagattic theory. There appears to be a slight- wave!eng!h effect 
present in ihis data, that is, for s'noiier waveieng:ii ihe refiectaiicc ai  ia:ge 'y is greaiei 
than that at the longer wavelengths. However, further studies are in process to obtain 
additional data to clarify this trend. Listed in the table are results obtained with a 
lOa, watt tungsten-iodine lamp [DXW]. The results are similar to the shorter 
wavelength data. 

Sample 10084-68-2 was run at atmospheric pressure 2 months after No. I sample 
and No. 2 had been reseale ' and stored in  the original shipping container for these 2 
months. The vacuum measurements are higher than those obtained at one atmosphere 
for identical y's. For the sake of clarity of presentation of results in Fig. 3, the atmo- 
spheric results for ly other than IO" have not been presented. The difference could 
possibly be caused by the surface roughness or texture, contamination, and/or 
material packing. HAPKE et a/. (1970) discuss the effects of packing on reflectance and 
stete that the !ooser the packing the lower the reflectance. These measurements point 
out the need for a study using a vacuum packaged sample under controlled conditions. 

Total directional reflectances were obtained for the powder under vacuum and dry 
nitrogen atmospheres. The vacuum results are higher for these measurements than 
for the atmospheric pressure results as in the case of spectral measurements. The 

10 per cent. 
rcs":is are g;vefi i n  Table 2. T L -  ---.. ----nl r n t n l  raflbntoo,-a is "Yt' I 1 1 5  1 1 u u  i i w i  n t i w  w s u t  .vnwCsutL I I  o n n * n v i m n + ~ r  J 
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Table 2. Total directional reflectance of Apollo I I material. 

Sampk -- 
NO. 10084-68-1 10057-29-1 10047-68-2 10048-21-1 

Angle of Vacuum Atmospheric 
vicwing rp run run 

1 0" 0.1 02 0.098 0.137 0.1 18 0. I62 
20" 0101 0096 0163 0126 0166 
30" 0.117 0103 0145 0124 0.168 
4 9  0 l l S  0.113 013s 0128 0. I75 
60" 0. I48 0.13s 0.129 0129 0. I13 

Source, IO00 W DXW tunglen-iodine lamp. 

Sample 10047-23-2 a basaltic type, shows a reflectance spectrum most similar to 
the lunar powder as shown in Fig. 4. There are no major absorption bands in the 
spectrum bc! r nossitr!y 8 miner nne a r o d  ! pm. The reflectances at  other angles of 
illumination also indicated a band at 1 pm. This rock chip as well as the others were 
run under atmospheric conditions. Photographs of all rock chips were taken for 
documentation and the area used for study on each sample has been recorded. 

I I 
0.6 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 16 1.8 2.0 2.2 

WAVELENGTH (pM) 

Fig. 4. Directional reflectance of sample 10047-23-2. 

It should be noted here that the measurement of the reflectance on the rock chips 
as a function of angle is somewhat questionable because of the irregular shape and 
condition of the surface. However, for those rock chips where it was reasonable to 
make these ~ C S S U : E ~ C ~ ! S ,  they were nb!rined. 

The remaining rock chip measurements in Fig. 5 and 6 show very pronounced 
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SAMPLE M,2 i  
IO - - 
or I I I I I I 
0.6 OB 10 12 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0 

WAVELENGTH (pM) 

Fig. 5. Directional reflectance of sample 10048-21. 

IS 

2 

- 
I- 

Io- - 
I S  

o b 1  I I I I I I 
0.6 Q8 1.0 L2 14 1.6 LB 2.0 

WAVELENGTH (pM) 

Fig. 6. Directional roflcctrnce of sample 10057-29. 

absorption bands. Sample 10048-21-1, Fig. 5 ,  a breccia type, has a minimum re- 
flectance between 0.95 and I - 0 p - i  and an apparent band centered beyond 2-0pm. 
The reflectznce spectrum of sample 10057-29-1, Fig. 6, a crystalline type of material 
with a cinder-like appearance. has a strong band at 0.95 pm but does not have any 
other strong bands. iiowever, t i i t  &ita suggcs: a weak band ~ c c l n d  !-7/tm. A 
second sample 10057-29-2 was also tested. Its reflectance over the wavelength range 
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was between 10 and 20 per cent below that of 10057-29-1. These measurements again 
show the strong band at 0.95,um but a much weaker one, if any, at 1.7pm. The 
difference in  reflectance is most likely due to the greater density of surface holes and 
craters of sample 10057-29-2. 

CONCLUSION 

The results for the lunar fincs confirm in general the measurements made by remote 
sensing. The directional reflectances of the fines must be studied further with emphasis 
placed on packing and surface texture effects. The measurements made on rock 
chips are not useful, at the present time, in energy bal-nce calculations. However, 
they are useful in mineralogical studies. 
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Effects of irradiation and vitrification and comparison with 
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Abstract-Spectral reflectance (0.23-2.5 pm) and albedo (04-0.7 pm) measurements were made on 
fresh powders of rock 10020 before and after both proton irradiation and vitrification. Doses of 
2 keV protons, equivalent to 20,000 yr exposure to the solar wind, reduced the albedo from 20 to 18 
per cent. while artificial vitrification reduced it  to 8 per cent. Vitrification is thus a possible lunar 
darkening mechanism. 

The crystalline and glassy materials studied show important differences in spectral reflectivity. 
Rock powder of 10020 is characterized by prominent absorption features near 1.0 pm and 2.2 pm, 
and relatively strong reflection in the blue, all attributed to pyroxene. Synthetic glass, on the other 
hand, has broad absorption bands at 1.02 /dm and 1.8 /dm and strong reflection near 0.7 ,urn. Weak 
structure near 0.95 /mi in the spectrum of lunar fines arises mostly from pyroxene. 

Lunar rocks and fines and synthetic lunar glass are used to interpret qualitatively color differences 
for some brigh: and dark axas  of ;he Moon's surface obtained by MCCORD and others. Reflectance 
ratios in the visible spectrum are interpreted to indicate that bright craters are covered in part 
by crystalline rock or crushed dcbris derived therefrom, and dark areas by material similar to 
Tranquillitatis fines. 

INTRODUCTION 
SPECTRAL reflectance (0.23-2.5 ,urn) and albedo ( 0 . 4 4 7  pm) measurements have 
been rnadc on samples of crushed lunar material,' as a measure of changes in optical 
propartics resulting from proton irradiation experiments and from artificial vitrifica- 
tion. Kcflectiince changes produced by such experiments have been summarized by 
NASI1 et al. (1970). Hcrc wc expnnd on thosc results and present some applications to 
available tclcscopic data for the moon. 

Darkening of lunar surface material by solar-wind bombardment was suggested 
by HAPKE (1965, 1966) and WEFINER er ol. (1965) as a result of their experimental 
work on silicates. NASH (1967) showed that darkening of silicates can result experi- 
metitally from carbon and metal contamination and high sample temperature in the 
presence of a hydrogen atmosphere. COHEN and HAPKE (1968) later suggested that 
solar U.V. radiation, electrons and protons may increase rather than decrease the 
albedo of lunar surface debris. Thc reflectancc measurements reported here show that 
freshly crushed crystalline materiai (Type A, i0020j darkens siightly as a iesult of the 
proton irradiation expcrirnent. However, contamination is suspected and we cannot 
attribute the sarlip:c darkening i-jbsc;\,ecj cxc!usiye!y !e nyptnn r 'I.'.. irrndiation ...-.. itself. 

Type D fines (< 1 m m  size fraction) contain up to 50 per Cent glass (WOOD el d., 

The samples used in this study arc described by NASH and GKFER (1970). 
201 3 
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1970). Like holocrystalline rock, crushed synthetic glass darkens slightly with proton 
irradiation. Vitrification reddened the material fused, and has reduced the albedo by 
more than a factor of one-half. Thus, glass may contribute to the low reflectance of 
the Tranquillity fines, and to the slightly red color of the material. 

Using the synthetic glass of 10020 as a reference in some differential reflection 
experiments, reflectance ratios have been produced that qualitatively resemble those 
obtained by MCCORD (1969) and MCCORD and JOHNSON (1969) for some dark and 
bright areas of lunar surface. The implications of this experiment are: ( I )  MCCORD'S 
standard area (Mare Screnitatis 2) may have reflectance properties similar to the 
laboratory-prepared glass in the visible, (2) dark lunar areas reflect in the visible 
like Tranquillity fines and (3) that some bright craters have reflectance properties 
resembling those of crystalline rock 10020 and 10058. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS 

* Hemispherical spectral reflcctancc measuremcnts were made with a DK-2A ratio-rccording 
spectroreflcctomctcr. The standard instrument was modified to accept horizontal. uncovered samples 
of granulated or  solid matcrial by installing 45" flat front-surfaced aluminized mirrors in special 
housings at the exit ports of the intcgrating sphere. The integrating sphere. housings and reference 
surfaccs wcrc coated with frcsh-smoked MgO. 

The coniparative reflectance data are given in such a way that reported sample reflectance R,(1)  at 
wavelength 1 is approximately 

RAI)  = R L 1 )  . Rxgo(1). 

where R , ( 1 )  is "truc" samplc reflectance and Rafg,,( l)  the reflectance of MgO. 
From repeated spcctral mcastrremcnts the signal-noisc ratio is estimated to be approximately 500 

!hriwphout the visihle and i.r. rceions. and 100 in thc ultraviolet region. An error analysis bascd on 
thc mcthcid of data rctlucticin shows the accuracy of any spectrum to bc approximatcly 0.5 per cent 
rolstivc to MgO iii tho q i o n  0 36 2,4 pin, nnd 2 per cent bctwccii 0.23 -0.36 pm. 

Saiiiplc.t WCI'C Iiiiiidlctl i i i d  l~rcpiirctl iii dry NU. l 'h ia  proccdurc wiii not followcd nftcr experiments 
rhowed no deiuctuhlc CITCCIU on iiiiy of otir nicusiireiixnts from cxposurc of tho stiniplcs to air. 
Rellrcliuice niearui-enients, however, were routinely made with thc inalrumenl flushed with dry N,. 

The albedo, mciiiiing hcre the bi-directional integral reflectance (0.4.0.7 p m )  measured with 
vertical illurnination and phase angle of IY, was determined with a goniophotomcter using a xenon 
lamp. All such bi-directional measiircmcnts wcrc made in air relativc to fresh-smoked MgO. 

Thc irradiation apparatus and cxpcrimcntal procedures uscd have bccn described in detail 
elscwhcrc (NASII. 1966, 1967). Howevcr, in the prcscnt work, design of the proton source was opti- 
nii7.cd for thc lumincsccncc invcstigation(NASH and GREIH.  1970) by thcaddition of ion bcam apertures 
IO rcducc background light from the ion source. This modification increased the likelihood of sample 
Contamination by aluminum nictal sputtcrcd from thc walls of the apcrturcs. 

Long tcrni irradiation cxpcrimciits wcre conducted with fresh finc-grained crystalline rock (10020) 
and with artificial glass prcparcd from this matcrial. both crushcd to particle sizcs .--50 p i .  Much of 
the Type D finer (10084) consists of glass, a component that presumably formcd in part from crystalline 
parent material judging from glass lincd pits and glass spattcrs on crystallinc rocks. To dctcrminc the 
cffccts of irradiation on the rcflcctancc and albedo of fresh glass a rcprescntativc samplc of 10020 was 
fused in platinum in a high purity dry nitrogen atmosphere. 

Powdcrcd crystalline and glass samples werc lightly packed in samplc cups and subjcctcd to 
2 keV proton irradiations at fltixcs in the range 3 IU x I O i 5  protons cm for aoscs of4- and 
2 x 10'' protons cm * (cquivalcnt rcspcctivcly to approximately 2 x IO' and IO' years cxposurc to thc 
wiar windj. 

' 

scc 
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RESULTS 

Reflectance spectra of these materials before and after irradiation are shown in 
Figs. 1 and 2. In general the reflectance of tinirradiated rocks, fines and glass increase 
with increasing wavelength. The reflectance of crystalline material has a prominent 
minimum close to 1.0 pm and other more subt!e structures near 1-3 pm, 1.7 pm and 
2-2 pm. In glass there are broad minimums at 1.02 pm and near 1.8 ,urn. By com- 
parison, the spectrum of lunar fines (10084) shows a single shallow minimum close to 
0.95 pm. 

0.6 

a) INFRARED 
- 1 B E F O R E -  

f 0 . 2 1  c , & R , l R R A ~ A l l O N  4* _-__------ 1 
ul ----"--- FINES (c1.0 mrn) 

0 5  1.0 1 5  2 0  2 5  
L o  

Fig. I. blcmirphcrical rcflcctnnce spcctra of finc grnined crystalline rock IO020 
(cruqhcd to I 50 Itm) bcforc and after 2 kcV proton irradiation simtilnting -2 x 10' yr 
(4 x Io'* protons cm *) solar wind bombardment. Spcctra of natural lunnt fincs 
(10084) shown for comparison. lnfrarcd ciirvcs show typical line key for other spcctra. 

Approximatc rcuolution 14 dcnotcd hy arrowtipa within vertical bars. 

I n  the visible, the spectrum o f  10020 has relatively high reflectance in  the blue 
compared to synthetic &!ass, in which there is pronouxed enhancement in red 
reflectance. Comparing Figs. I and 2, the lunar fines (Type D) given spectrum similar 
to artificial glass, but with greatly reduced spectral contrasts. 

In the U.V. the spectrum of 10020 shows two subtle structures near 0.25 and 
0.32 pm. The reflectance of soil has a subtle minimum near 0.30 p m .  The spcctrum of 
" elass is essentially featurcless. All of the indicated structures, howevcr. arc close to thc 
iimiis of aeiectabiiiiy. 

a!! sr?ectri! 1 rcgiogs, t/!c rp!?r_.c!:!ncc nf both in-x!L!~d irnd !Inirr;idi:~tcrI gliiss ia 
iess than that of the originai crysraiiinc snmpic by t is much i ts  a r'icicir of uric-itiii-d. 
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The experimental proton irradiations have reduced the spectral reflectance of both 
crystalline material and synthetic glass in the infrared below about 1.5 pm, and uni- 
formly in the visible; indicated changes in the U.V. reflectance of glass are within 
experimental uncertainty. 

The small displacements in  band position secn in spectra of irradiated material 
can be attributed to distortion of band shape from sloping spectral background, and 
not necessarily from changes in mineral or glass structure. 

0.4 
a )  INFRARED I 

0 0.2 
c 

2 01 I 
4 X ,  pm 
t 0 0 . 5  1.0 1.5 2 . 0  2 . 5  

Fig. 2. Hcmisphcrical rctlectancc spcctra of crystalline matcrial ( 10020), its glass 
equivalent crushcd to -<50 pm, and glass after irradiation. The 2 keV proton dose is 
equivalent to -10' yr (2 x IO'" protons c m - 9  exposure to the solar wind. Infrared 
curves show typical linc key for othcr spcctra. Approximate resolution is denoted 

by arrowtips within vertical bars. 

The irradiation has reduced the albedo of the crystalline material from 20 to 17 
per cent, and that of thc glass from 8 to 5 pcr cent; vitrification alone changes the 
albedo from 20 to 8 per cent for the sample studied. 

The cause of experimental proton irradiation darkening is not fully understood, 
but contamination by aluminum is  suspected to play a role. The situation for previous 
experiments is discussed by N A S I 1  (1967). The contaminant films involved are 
estimated from thin-film measuremcnt to be on the order of several hundred angstroms 
or more in thickness. Films of this dimension are not readily amenable to composi- 
tional analysis by tschniqucs available to us, and the nature of the contaminants is 
uncertain. Based on the present experiments we are thus cautious in  asserting that 
proton irrndiation prn!uces significant !anar darkening, or from stl:dy of scanning 
electron photomicrographs, detcctable chnngcs in microscopic surfacc structure. 
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Alternatively, vitrification may be an important darkening process. Except in the u.v., 
neither the experimental irradiation dose nor artificial vitrification alone has produced 
material with the reflectance properties of lunar fines. 

Table 1. Albedo of selcctcd lunar materials 

Sample 

Fines, < 1.0 mm, gravity packed 
Fines. <150pm, gravity packcd 
Fines, I50-1000~im fraction ground to < 5 0 p m  
Solid rock surface (10020, exterior bottom) 
Powdered rock (10020. ground to <50pm, gravity pack) 
Powdercd rock (10058, ground to <50pm. gravity pack) 

__ -. .- - I_ - _____ -- Albedo' 

0.06 I 
0.069 
0.075 
0.125 
0.197 
0.200 

7 Normal incidence illumination, 15" phase angle. 

L........... T n  w&iiti& v.. tn -- the alhcAo measurements of Irrrrdlated material, we have determined 
the albedo of some other unirradiated lunar samples available to us. The results are 
given in Table 1. In particular, we note the increase in albedo arising from pulveriza- 
tion of holo&ystalline rock to values like those measured for some lunar rays (VAN 
DIGGELEN, 1969). These data support pulverization as one commonly accepted 
mechanism of lunar ray production. 

Hand picked separates of plagioclase and calcium-rich clinopyroxene, each 
containing 15-20 per cent of the other, were prepared from our sample of 10058. 

PLAGIOCLASE 80% 
PYROXENE 20% 

(TYPE 8) 

0.5 1.0 1 . )  2 0  1 5  

X , p m  

Fig. 3. ifcmisphcrical rcflcctancc spectra of partial separatesof plagioclasc and pyroxcnc 
from rock 10058 (Type B), and synthctic glass of IO020 (Typc A )  compared to spcctrum 

of lunar fines 10084 (Typc D). 

The rock contains no olivine. [The rnineraiogy of 10058 is discussed by AGRELL ei  01'. 
(1970) and HARGRAVES et al. (1970).] Using the spectra of thcse separates (Fig. 3) 

I(M84. The curve for the plagioclase-rich separate is dorninatch by the prcscnce of 
and glass, we dcdiice the oiigin of sa8iifc bniids in :he S~;CC: :Z  ~f 10020, ! O M 8  2nd 

pyii)Aenc, 'iut coriipai-isoii of iliC two siiggesis the L.3 !'" baficj ii; this si;cct::p, 
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and in the spectrum of rock 10020 (Fig. 4) arises from plagioclase. Strong bands near 
1.0 prn and 2.2 p m  in rock 10020 are attributed mainly pyroxcne. However, this rock 
contains 3-5% modal olivine (HAGGARTY et al., 1970) which may contribute to 
the 1.0 pm structure. The weak inflection in our spectrum of rock 10020 near 1.7 pm 
is not apparent in the spectra of either plagioclase or pyroxene mineral separates 
(Fig. 3), and the structure does not appcar in the spectrum of rock 10058 (Fig. 4). An 
important difference in the mineralogy of these two rocks is the absence of olivine in 
10058. However, such structure is not typical of the olivines (ADAMS, 1968), nor was a 

Fig. 4. Cccmpnriuon of the Infrared rcflcctancc of 100% Atid 10620 showing the abxnce 
of 1.7 p i  structure in spcctrum of 10058. A line through polnts A and B is back- 
ground assumed for correcting apparent position of 0.96 ~ c m  band to "ttw" position 

at 0 9 8  pm. 

band at this wavelength reported by HAGGARTY et al. (1970) in their microscopic 
measurements of the absorption spectra of olivine in 10020. The rock is reported to 
be holocrystalline (LSPET, 1969) so that the structure cannot be attributcd to glass. 
The origin of this feature is uncertain. 

The spectrum of synthetic glass is dominated by two broad bands at 1.02 pm and 
1.8pm (Fig. 3), which is characteristic of results we have obtained with other 
synthetic rock glasses. By analogy with crystalline silicates (WHITE and KEESTER, 
1966; BANCROFT and BURNS, 1967) and silicate melts (BURNS and FYFe, 1967) we 
attribute these bands to electronic transitions within Fc+* ions in octahedral and 
k:iiiked;a! sites iz the g!aw structure; the breadth of the bands may arise from large 
variations in metal-oxygen distances in glassy vs. crystailine structures, NO absorp- 
tion bands ar t  obscrved h t  are attributed to d-orbital transitions in Fet3 ions. 
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In macroscopic appearance large fragments of the artificially fused material are 
black, vitreous and opaque. Powdered glass is dark brown. Microscopically indi- 
vidual glass fragments are transparent and yellow to red-brown in color. Analysis 
of iron in the sample using Mossbauer techniques shows that the ratio Fec3/totat 
Fe < 0-04. There is no  detectible Fe,O,. 

The mechanism of coloration of artificial glass 10020 and similar natural lunar 
glasses is an interesting question. Orange, red and brown lunar glasses are char- 
acterized by relatively high ferrous iron and titanium contents (DUKE et d., 1970; 
KEIL et ai., 1970). Ross et al. (1970) have reported high titanium and aluminum 
contents in lunar pyroxene acsociated with intense reddish brown color, with the 
valence of titanium apparently +4. It is difficult to see how d-d transitions in Ti+3 
alone or in combination with similar transitions in Fe+* can account for strong blue 
absorption in the glasses. Alternatively, a charge transfer (ligand-metal) transition 
involving ionic forms of iron and titanium is an attractive possibility. Charge transfer 
bands are strong, and are known to occur in the near U.V. part of the spectrum 
(COTTON and WILKINSON, 1966), and thus  can produce absorption in the blue. 

From study of the mineral separate spectra, we conclude that the shoulder span- 
ning the visible spectrum of 10020 between 0.39-0.5 p m  (also in 10058) is due princi- 
pally to pyroxene. However, because of the small amount of material available, and 
because of the impurity of the separates, some contribution to this structure from 
plagioclase is possible. ADAMS and JONES (1970) show a shallow absorption band in 
the spectrum of 10020 at 0.5 pm, which appears indistinctly in our spectrum; they 
attribute the band to titanium in the pyroxene. 

Most absorption bands in the reflection spectra thus far presented are broad 
shallow structures which are distorted by cmtributions from other minerals present 
in the asscmhlagcs involved, and by siopirig speciiai backgroiiiib. The t f k t  ~f 
miner;ilogy (in thiv insti\t1cc plagioclase) is demonstrated by the apparent displacement 
to ii diortcr wnvcleiiglh of thc 2.2 pm band of pyroxene (Fig. 3). Corrections for 
spcctral background require awitnptions of  irnciis!ortcd band shape and knowledge 
of the undistortcd background. For exoniplc, assuming symmetrical band shape and 
taking the background to hc represented by a line connecting A-B in Fig. 4 for 10058, 
the true position for that structure is found to be 0.98 p m  in agreement with the band 
position determined for pyroxene. A similar correction applied to 10020 yields a 
corrected band position of 1.02 prn, which from the absorption measurements on 
single otivine crystals in 10020 by HAGGARTY et nl. (1970) implies some contribution 
to  the hand from olivinc if the pyroxenes in 10020 and 10058 are comparable. It is not 
possible to analye accura!ely the poorly defined band near 0.95 p m  in the fines in a 
similar fashion; the corrected band position is determined to lie between 0.95 and 
1.06 pm. 

Comparison of all spectra in Fig. 3 with that of fine material (10084) suggests that 
the structure at 0-95 p m ,  the true position of which is at somc longcr wavelcngth, may 
zrlse frcm pyrnxenc and possibly glass. (Determining thc contribution of glass, in the 
absence of oiivinc, hinges o i l  ctcciir;iti: knowlcdgc of h.nd ps i t ion  and shapc.j Orher 
siriictiiie5 near 2 jrx expcrtcc! from thew eornponcnts arc not present in our spcctrn of 
the finex The contribution of oiiviric caiiiiot be dekrrnincd frnn? !heqe spectra. 
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COMPARISONS WITH TELESCOPIC RESULTS 
MCCORD (1969), MCCORD et al. (1969), MCCORD and JOHNSON (1969), and 

JOHNSON and SODERELOM (1970) have presented relative spectral reflectance curves 
between 0.4 and 1.1  p n  for many areas on the lunar surface. While a great variety of 
curve shapes have been obtained, certain structures tend to recur in many of the 
results. These include maxima (or minima) near 1-0 pm, a minimum (or maximum) 
in the red between 0.60-0.80pm and a maximum in the blue near 0.46pm. The 
spectral reflectivity differences measured with respect to the standard area, Mare 
Serentitatis 2, are usually small ( < 5  per cent). Using our lunar samples and synthetic 
glass discussed previously we can make a suggestive (but necessarily qualitative) 

r .  

TYPE D (linos) 
TYPf A (GLASS)  

I d  

( M t C O R D ,  1969) 
M A R E  SEREN17Al IS  14 
M A R E  SERENITATIS 2 

M A R E  T R A N Q U l L L l T A l l S  1 
M A R E  SERENITATIS 2 

o! 0 40 070  0 $ 0 0 8 1 0  I $  1 0  

A ,  p m  

Fig. 5. Kulio of' rcflrcmicc of fliics l(ION4 (Typo D, . . i mni sizc fruciion) Io synthetic 
glasn 10020 ('Iyp A) simulrliiig reficctrincc of drtrk iurrur ragions itiuro Serenitatis 14 
and Marc I'runquillilatis 1 rclntivo Lo standord nrea Murc Scrcnitstis 2. Tclcscopic data 
from MCCORD (1969) and MCC'OIID and JOHNSON (1969). Ordinate scale on right refers 

to laboratory curve. 

interpretation of some of these results. Accurate coniparisons are not possible since, 
among other things, we are comparing laboratory hemispherical with telescopic 
bidirection reflectance measurerncnts. In addition, this interpretation may not be 
unique. 

Experimentally we have modeled the telescopic obscrvations by using synthetically 
fused lunar rock (10020) as the reference material, and the lunar fines (10084) and 
crushed rnicrogabbro (10058) to represent selected dark and bright lunar regions, 
respectively. Glass was chosen as the reference since it alone of the materials examined 
has a reflectance maximum near 0.7 pm, and thus will produce features near this wave- 
length in reflectance ratios. The reflectance ratios obtained, normalized to unity a t  
0.52 pm, are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. 

The present interpretation then is that minimums in the lunar curves at 0.7 pm 
arise from cmipzring a maximum in red reflectance in the reference area with a 
featoreless spectrum (or one that varies relativcly little with wavelength) of the source 
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area. The precise location of the red minimum in any instance wit1 
the shapes of both curves. The appearance of a maximum in 
regions depends upon the existence of a blue shoulder (or maximu 
of crystalline material, presumably resulting from pyroxene, the precise location an 
shape of this feature again depending on the detailed shapes of both curves. Co 
parison of reflectance ratios with data of MCCORD and JOHNSON (1969) beyond 0.8 j ~ m  

5 )  suggests that the 1-0 p m  structure secn in their data occurs in the (Fig. 
area, but for the most part is not attributable to glass of the type we have made from 
rock 10020. 

0 
b 

.. 

J TYPE 0 (GABBRO1 YI 

u n.1 -“PE A (GLASS) 

e; -.- 5 0.71 -1 1- ..... f a c 

Fig. 6. Ratio of reflectance of crushed rock IO058 (<50,um) to synthetic glass 10020 
(Type A), simulating thc reflectance of the bright critcr Copcrnicus (floor) relntivc to 

s!fi!x!iird nrca Murc Scrcnitatis 2. Tclcwopic data from MCCORO (1969). 

The coiitriists in  our rcflectancc rntios arc much greater than tho% observed 
telescopically. This implies that itctunl rcflcctilnce contrasts on thc moon are lower 
than our laboratory samples, perhaps because dark fines or other absorbing materials 
are mixed in varying amounts with crystalline rock dcbris on the moon’s surface. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Spectral hemispherical reflectmce measurements of Tranquillity samplcs and 
synthetic glass prepared from such samples before and after experimental proton 
irradiation equivalent to approximately 20,000 yr exposure to the solar wind, show 
that these materials darken somewhat as a result of such irradiation. The precise 
mechanism of darkening is not understood. Vitrification reduces the spectral 
reflectance in all spectral regions, and reduces the albedo to within a few per cent of 
zverage Tranquillity fines. Important absorption features in the visible and infrared 
spectra are attributcd primarily to pyroxenc. The spectral reflectance of glass in the 
infrared is distinct, and iiidj con:iibz:e mcssurzh!y !n :I suhtle minimum observcd 
near 0-95pm in lunar fines; otherwise this structure is uttriburcd principally to 
pyroxene. 
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Synthetic glass of rock 10020 was used as a reference material to model results of 
lunar telescopic observations. On our interpretation, MCCORD’S reference area 
(Serenitatis 2) shows a maximum in red reflectance (possibly due to glass), a minimum 
near 1.0 ,urn, and is relatively featureless elsewhere. Some dark lunar areas resemble 
Tranquillity fines, and some bright areas crushed microgabbro (10058). The maxima 
and minima in reflectance ratios are only indirectly indicative of mineralogy. 
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Optical and high-frequency electrical properties of the 
lunar sample* 
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Abstract-Reflectivity and polarization laws fo; the powder sample and its spectrum are close to the 
mean for thelunarmaria. Solid samples show a marked absorption feature at 0.92 pm. The low albedo 
appears to be due to a surfacc coating on dust grains rather than to volume absorption. Tire high- 
frequency electrical properties resemble those of a h e  powder made from typical dense terrestrial 
rocks and are consistent with previous estimates from ground-based radar observations. The differcn- 
tial mass spcctrum is almost constant from 100-lrrn particles down to O-l-pm particles; mo8t particles 
are smaller than 0-3 pm. Their shapes disclose a variety of processes of generation. 

LUNAR dust and rock chip samples have been analyzed in the lunar laboratory of the 
Cornell Center for Radiophysics and Space Rcsearch; our concern has been with 
the optical and electrical propcrties of the sample and their relation to those known 
for the lunar surface as a whole, and with the questions surrounding the origin of the 
lunar dust. Four salient points have emerged. 

(1) The optical scattering law and polarization properties of a surface of lunar 
dust generally correspond closely to these properties as observed for the moon as a 
whole. The rock chip sample shows a strong absorption feature at 0.92,um which is not 
prominent in the lunar scattered light. It is probable, therefore, that most of the lunar 
surface i s  covered with a material similar to the powder that was investigated. 

(2) The dielectric ccmtmt is within tho range that had been estimated for the moon 
as a whole by radar methods. 

(3) The particle sizc distribution indicates that the differential mass spectrum as a 
function of radius is alniost constant from 100 pin down to 1000 A. The shapes of the 
particles indicate a variety of sources. Some have the sharp edges that are character- 
istic of fracture; others are rounded, indicating processes of melting or condensation. 
Some cannot readily be attributed to either of' these mechanisms. 

(4) The darkness of the lunar dust is mainly due to dark surface deposits on the 
grains, probably metallic, rather than to absorptivity of the bulk material. 

The optical scattering law as a function of phase angle and the optical polarization 
law were measured with the same instrument that had been used for measuring many 
sample powders in the past and in the same manner (HAPKE, 1968). The lunar powder 
proved to resemble, both in appearance and in the measured optical properties, the 
Iiinnr *?aria as nhcerved from the earth and the terrestrial powders previously pro- 
posed (HAPKE, i358j as being most cioseiy representative of the moon. These pow- 
ders also p:~:*e:! t~ be si%i!ar under optics! microscope cxaminrrtl~n. The particle 

This article was reprinted from Science (Vol. 167, pp. 707-709, 1970) without furthcr refereeing 
and with only minor revisions by the authors. 
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size was similar, the great majority of the particles being less than 10 p n  in dia. The 
adhesion of the small particles to  each other indeed created the “dendritic growth” 
appearance under the microscope that has been given the name “fairy castles”. I t  
appears that the large part of the pronounced lunar opposition eflect-that is, the 
brightness surge toward zero phase-can be attributed to the shadows cast by this lacy 
surface structure. 

Figures I and 2 summarize the optical properties of the Apollo 1 1  samples. Each 
data point represents the mean of several observations of different portions of a 
sample, and the measurements repeated very well. In Fig. I the photometric phase 

10 -120 

- Moon 

Dust Sompb 

function of the lunar dust sample is generally stceper than the mean lunar case 
(HAPKE, 1968) for ph;ise angles less than IS’, but thc difference is very small. The 
curve for polarization plotted against phaseangle (Fig. 1)alsodenionstratesthesimilarity 
of the dust sample to the inooii as a whole, but, again, there are minor differences; the 
crossover from negative to positive polarization occurs at a lower phase angle, and 
polarization in the positive branch is greater. 

The normal albedo of the dust sample at 5600 A was incasured as 10.2 f 0.2 per 
cent. This value is in  close accord with the value 9.96 pcr cent for the Apollo 11 
site, asderived from Apollo 10 orbital photography (WILDEY and POHN, 1969). More- 
over, in the hemispherical reflectance measurements performed on aCary 14 spectrom- 
eter, the albedo valiiesof thedust sample in thevisible and near-infrared were similar to  
lunar maria values obtained from earth-based observations. Both spectra are feature- 
less, climbing steadily in albedo from 4 . 3  to 1-5 p m  (Fig. 2). Lunar rock chip 
samples were also measured on the spectrophotometer, and a strong absorption band, 
not prewnt in  the powder sampie. appeared ai 0.92 p i .  A weak band in :his region 
had previously been suggested, from earth-based observations of the moon (WATTSON 
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and DANIELSON, 1965; TOLL, 1966). Further details of the optical properties of the 
Apollo I I samples will be prescnted in  the near future (O'LEARY and RRIccis, 1970). 

Rock powders i n  the size range of a few microns tend to be very light in color. 
Most rocks have too low an opacity to absorb much of a light ray, which is generally 
scattered out of the surface after having traversed only a few microns of material. 
Trying to account for the very low albedo of the lunar surface has been a long-standing 
problem, in view of the indication, from the optical scattering and polarization 
properties, of very small particle size, since even the darkest rocks tend to be quite 
light when powdered. We havc previously, in this laboratory, undertaken sputtering 
experiments with kilovolt protons and with x-particles on powdered rock surfaces, 
which have indicated darkening. It has been suggested that this darkening was due 

I -  Mot?!! t * Dust Somole i 

._-- . - ~- I 
.2 4 6 0 I .o 12 1.4 16 I .8 

Wavslenqlh ( p )  

Fig. 2. Thc spectral rcflcctiince of Apollo I I lunar snmples. [Curve for the moon 
from WAT790N and DANtELSON (1965).] 

to the deposition of'reduced metals, pcrhaps chiefly iron, on the surface as a result of 
thc dissociation by the sputtcring process, the partial escape of the oxygen, and the 
slowness of surface rccombinntion limited by diffusion. 

Metallic surface coatings of as little as 30 A can providc mucli opacity but would 
make only an insignificant contribution to the bulk chcmical composition. Wc have 
secn strong evidencc for such coatings, but we have not yet bccn able to nnalyzc them 
adequately. Whcthcr thcy arc indccd thc result of sputtcring o r  of other metal evapo- 
ration (vacuum plating) procewcs, or whether perhaps they iire just the reduction by 
the hydrogen of the metallic surface layers produced by solar wind, is not yet clear. 
However, we have had the following indications of the presence of mctallic layers. 

We observed under the microscopc that some larger particles in thc size range 
50-200pm that could be found in thc lunar soil samplc had a metallic appcarance, 
sometimes over only a certain part of he i r  surfacc. Sonic particles could be clcarly 
see.? 2s !rzns!ucent gf:s in-wkkk B we!!-dcfincr! w e 2  s Pt V ~ ~ C C !  --- mctallic. Orre spherei 
for exampie, iookeu m e  a noney-coiored giass from one sidc but iiice a sicci baii from 
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the other. When treated with the common acids (hydrochloric and nitric) that attack 
metals, the metallic appearance was generally reduced but not completely removed. 
Hydrofluoric acid gciierally tended to remove the metallic appearance entirely, even 
before a visible erosion of the particle had taken place. 

For most of the material an optical examination is not feasible because the particles 
are too small. Nevertheless, when the same acids were applied to a microscopic 
sample of fine powder it quickly turned vcry much lighter, almost white. It seems 
likely, therefore, that in the finer material a metallic surface coating is also normally 
present, and responsible for the low albedo. 

The measurement of a particle size distribution for such small grains is not an easy 
matter. The cohesion of the grains prevents analysis of the smaller sizes by sieving, as 

,02L. - I I 1 
0.1 i io  100 

Size o,pm 
Fig. 3. The cumulative particle site distribution for the bulk sample. 

was pointed out by the preliminary investigators (LSPET, 1969). We have uscd three 
techniques: (i) making microscope slides of the powder mixed into a transparent 
varnish and smearcd out into a thin laycr, which pcrinits.us to count the particles with 
an oil emersion microscope down to sizes of about 2pin;  (ii) constructing a water 
sedimentation column in which the descent of particles as small as I pm can bc photo- 
graphically registcred ; (iii) dctcrmining the size distribution of the smallest particles 
froin thc scanning electron micrographs rcfcrred to below. The three methods give 
consistent results (Fig. 3). 

The detailed shapes of particlcs can be seen to a resolution of 300 A in numerous 
scanning electron inicroscopc pictures that were taken to see whether the origin of the 
material was revealed by the particle shapes. 

Our studies indicate ihar variuus d;Keieiit cKccts have beer! w t i v ~  In producing the 
fine material. Some particles arc spherical and rounded, suggesting condensation from 
a vapor or freezing of a liquid In irec iaii. Oihers are shiaipedged and angular, 
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undoubtedly the result of fracture. They lack, in general, any obvious indication of a 
crystallinc structure, as neithcr cleavage planes nor preferred angles are seen. It 
would appear that most of the fractured material is amorphous, or, if any of it is 
crystalline, that the size of the crystals is below the limit of resolution. 

The spherical or compact round particles seen are less frequent but may form a 
continuous sequence from the 100-,urn range down to very small sizes. The great 
majority of particles in  the 10- to 1 -pm size range have, however, more intricate shapes 
that are not readily understood. There are many rounded surfaces, and yet the particle 
as a whole is not compact. Elongated objects with rounded ends, surfaces where thc 
sense of the curvature often changes, rough spots occurring in smooth surfaces, and 
various other fe?tures argue against any single cxplanation-liquid droplcis, condensa- 
tion, or fracturing. Additional processcs such as erosion by sputtering, partial 
melting, and partial evaporation must be considered, and scanning electron micro- 
scope study of these mechanisms is needed before all the responsible processcs can be 
identified. 

Measurements were made by means of the technique used for determining the clec- 
trical properties of terrestrial rock powders (CAMPBELL and ULRICHS, 1969). The 
dielectric constant ( E ' )  and loss tangent of lunar dust at several stages of compaction 

450MH1 

I I I  I I 
0 3  -Porosity 0 3 0 7  0 6  OS d4 

I I I I I I I I 4 0 4  08  I 2  16 2 .G 2 4  2 8  32 
Density , q cm-3 

Fig. 4. 1 hc dielcclric crms!arrt and ahrnrptioi Icigth CF the bulk sample nt 4SO MH7 ns 
a function of thc powdcr dcnsity. 7 hc solid curvcg arc thc Raylclgh formula (CAMPOPLL 
and Urnfcris, 1969). The erltmated density or wl id  is from L.uwa SAMPLII Pka- 

LIMINAHY EXAMINAIION TPAM (1969). 
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were measured at 450 MHz. The measurement in each case included a measurementof 
the density of the sample, and the porosity was calculated from the quoted specific 
gravity of the rock of which the powder is composed (LSPET, 1969). The dielectric 
constant and the absorption length (Fig. 4) are consistent with the values deduced from 
ground-based radar (EVANS and PETTENGILL, 1963) and radiometric observations, 
respectively. As with terrestrial rock powders, the dielectric constant and loss tangent 
as a function of porosity follow the Rayleigh mixing formula and, by extrapolation, 
suggest a dielectric constant for the solid rock of the same composition as the lunar 
dust which is near the average for dense terrestrial rocks (about 7). The dielectric 
constant is about 3 for the dust at a typical porosity of 0.4. The absorption length at 
the same porosity, in this sample, is about 10 wavelengths. 
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Abstract-Luminescence measurement5 with ultraviolet excitation were made of four Apollo 11 Iunar 
rocks, two terrestrial rocks (granite and gabbro), and one terrestrial mineral (willemite) by comparing 
the spectral curves with the curve of a barium sulfate standerd. Uppcr limits of the eficiency in the 
4000-6000A band with 3000 A excitation were between 5 Y IO-* and 2 x for the lunar samples, 
2 x for gabbro, 6 x IO-' for granite. and 2 x IO+ for willcmitc. I f  these are typical valucs for 
other ultraviolet excitation wavclcngths, thc Apollo 11 site appears to contribute little to the reported 
lunar luminescence. Preliminary rcsults with excitation by the hydrogen glow dischar e spectrum 

that possible luminescence in  the ultraviolet was produced both as strong lines and as groups of lines. 
from the far ultraviolet through the visible, which includcd the Lyman-alpha line at 1216 B , indicatcd 

INTRODUCTION 

THE: PROGRAM of luminescence studies that we are conducting on the Apolio 11 lunar 
S ~ ~ T ? ~ ! C P ~  S G ~ P  d !he firs! W S U ! ! ~  d' whkh ~r gIye.n. In !his p p ~ .  h:1s !hrpe r>hirrrtivre. --J---*.--* 

(1) to understand how thc luminescence behavior reflects the origin, history, and 
environment of the lunar lithologic materials, (2) to discover luniiticscence charac- 
teristics of the lunar rocks that might aid in geologic mapping and other lunar 
exploration activitics, and (3) to evaluate the rcports of luminescence on the moon 
based on earth-bit& astroiioiiiical observations. This last objective atose out of a 
proposal by LINK (1946) that, according to his interpretation of eclipse data, the light 
of the moon contains a luminescence component in  addition to the reflected solar 
component. Later obscrvations seemed to confirm this idea-in particular, those 
made by K O Z Y K I . ~  (1956), Dunors (1959), GRArNGeK (1963), and SPINRAD (1964) using 
the Fraunhofer li ncdept h technique. 

In order to achieve these objectives, the luminescence spectra and efficicncies are 
being measured and the results coniparcd with those of similar measurements of 
terrestrial rocks and minerals. The excitation sources used are those of importance 
in the space environment--u.v. (1216 and 2000-4000 A), X-rays (0.4-8 A), protons 
(2-1 50 keV), and electrons (2-150 keV). The luminescence spectra are measured 
from 1216A, or from the exciting wavclcngth if it is longcr than 1216A, to 6000A. 

I he firsi r c u u i h  UT hi> prcrgrani, which arc givcn i r t  tiih paper ,  invoive mcasurc- 
ments with excitation by 3000 A and by far u.v., including the hydrogcii Lyman-alpha 
at  1216 A. The oblecttvc of thc meawrcnieiits with 3000 A excitation wad to dcter- 
mine the luminescence spectra and efficiencies; that for the mcawrcmcnts with far 
U.V. excitation w a ~  to obtain qualitative spcctral information on thc lumincsccncc, 
especially that in the U.V. wavclengths. 

CP 

2155 
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
For the experiments with middle and near ultraviolet excitation, a Hanovia 2500 W high pressure 

xenon-mercury lamp was used as a source. The light first passed through a Gaertner quartz prism 
monochromator with a Corning 7-54 filter at the exit slit; the latter was to prevent wavelengths in 
the source longer than 4000 A from entering the sample chamber as a result of scattering in the mono- 
chromator. The light from the sample then passed through a Jarrcll-Ash 0.25 m grating spectrom- 
eter and finally to an EM1 9558QB photomultiplier tube. The photometer output was measured by 
a Keithley 417 picoammeter and recorded by a Moseley 2D-2 X-Y recorder. For some ~ 1 1 8 ,  a 
Corning 3-74 filter was placed betwcen the sample and the entrance slit of the Jarrell-Ash. Thio filter 
was to cut out second orders and scattering of wavelengths shorter than 4000 A. A wavelength band 
of about 200 A full width at  half maximum, centered at about 3000 A. was used for excitation. Thc 
band from 2000-6000 A was recorded, but luminescence could be determined only over the band from 
about 3500 to about 5 5 ~ A  for runs without the 3-74 filter because of the intensity of the first and 
second order peaks of the excitation wavelength; the luminescence could be determined only over tho 
band from about 4000-6000A for runs with the 3-74 filter because of the cutoff at 4000A. 

The cxpcriments with far U.V. irradiation, including hydrogen Lyman-alpha (1216 A) at an  inten- 
sity dpproximating [hat from rhe Sun at the top oi the earth’s atmosphere, were made with the full 
spectrum of emission from the hydrogen glow in a capillary-flow direct current discharge lamp 
(Hunter version). A magnesium fluoride window was placed between the source and the sample to 
prevent hydrogen gas from entering the sample chamber. The light from the sample was recorded in a 
way similar to that for the middle and near U.V. measurements except that the Jarrell-Ash s p e c t m -  
eter was flushed with nitrogen to allow the passage of the far ultraviolet. and an EMR 541-F-08 
solar blind photomultiplier. with a principal range of sensitivity from 1050-3500A, was used in a 
photon-counting mode with a Solid State Radiations Laboratories Series 1100 photon counter. In 
this mode, the signals were of the order of l(r counts per second. and the dark count was about 
Seven counts per second. 

The samples were mounted on  a 12-position turntable inside a vacuum chamber. Six samplan 
from four lunar rocks were included an lollom: 

Co:irsc-griiiiicd igneous : 10044-38 (cxrcriar) und 10044-53 (Interior) 
1:inc-gruiiicd igneous: 10022-55 (uurfucc) nnd 10057-45 (interior) 
Ilrcuciu: 10048-36 (intcrlor) and 10048-37 (bottom). 

‘The exposed surface area r anpd  from u little less than one to a little less than two square cantl- 
meters. ‘rerrcstrid comparison samples consisted of granite from the El Capitan formation, Maripom 
County, California; gabbro from near San Marcos. San Diugo County, California; and willemite 
from Franklin Furnacc. New Jersey. the latter a highly luminescent mineral. The composition, of the 
two rocks, determined from thin-section study, arc: 

Cranitc: 10% qudrtz, 5 %  K-fddspar, 60% plagioclase 

Gabbro: 13 ”/, K-feldspar, 63 ”/, plagioclvsc (An,,), 15 % . 

(An,), and 25 % biotite. 

biotite, 3 % hornblende (mostly as alteration 
product of augite). and 6% augite 

As the feldspars and quartz show much higher lumincsccncc efficiencies than the fcrrornagnesian 
minerals (GHIENMAN and MILTON. lY68; NASH. 1966), the gabbro is somewhat similar to the lunar 
rocks in Iuminesccnt mineral content, but important differences exist, chiefly in that the lunar rockr 
contain no K-feldspar, have more calcic plagioclasc, and have more abundant nonluminescent 
cornponcnts--fcrromagncsians. ilrncnitc--relative to the fcldspar (LSPET. 1969). The remaining 
three turntable positions were occupied by a barium siilfatc surface to rcrvc? R S  8 rcflcr!ance c!andard, 
a :hermopi!c for absolute cncrgy calibration, and an a i u m i n i d  mirror fur comparing source and 
sample spectra in  the far iiltraviolct measurements. 
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DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS 
Irrudinriotl at 3000 A 

about 2 x the lumincsccnce, which peaks at about 5200 A, is clearly 
a low background and separated from the second order peak of thc 3000 
line. The lumincsccnce eficicncies of the othcr eight samples proved to be 
give so distinct a spcctrum. As a result, the sensitivity of the dctecto 
increased by at least an order of magnitude to obtain a usable signal. This served 

Figure 1 shows the spcctrum of willemite, which has a r 

to  aniplity scattered light, sniall itmotiilts of light at visible wavclcrigths passing 
through thc 7-54 filter, and othcr effects, so that the signal was background-limited. 
Thercforc, to extract thc lumincsccncc signal, a technique of comparing the sample 
curve with that of the barium sultatc staiidard was used. 

The barium sulfate has a reflectitncc ofvery nearly 100 pcr cent over thc wavelength 
band recorded (2000- 6000 A) and ig not known to have any significant luminescence 
in this band. Its curve, thcreforc, reprexnts the spcctrum of the light impinging on 
the samplc. As a first order correction, it was assumed that a sample with no lumincs- 
cencc would yield a curve that would be in constant proportion to the barium sulfate 
curve. This assumption IS ju\tified by the almost conctant ratios of sample and 
standard curves (Figc. 2 and 3 )  and by the almost conatant rctlcctance values of the 
lunar matcrial (AI)AMS and JONLS, 1970; G I A K I .  ct a / . ,  1970; NASI( ef a/., 1970) 
and of thc granite and gabbro (our unpuhlishcd data) over the wavelength band 
investigated. Thc saniple arid staiid:ird ratio5 wcrc calcul;ttctl and thc mininiuni 

lurninegccncc. Thc wavclcngths at which the ratio cxcccdccl the niiniri iunl wcrc then 
considered to bc thow at which iuminwciice couia have occuricd; thc ciii'rcnt$ 

vaiues (consistent wiiii iiic p~i i~ l i \ l i~J  1 u h i ; t i i i e  >;iliici) CLZX tiikc;; t;> ;C~:C:X:! ~ C T O  
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of lunar sample 10044-53 compared with barium sulfate standard; 
without Cornin 3-74 filter to absorb wavelengths Icss than 4000A. Peaks at 3000 

corresponding to  these excess values were calculated and plotted as the correctad 
curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

The willemite, granite, and gabbro terrestrial comparison samples and lunar 
sample 10044-53 were run with and without the Corning 3-74 filter. In addition to 
cutting out the wavclcngths less than 4000 A, the filtcr had the effect of reducing the 
*:*---I G l j j l l O l  :.. '11 tk- :I:- a n i e i h l -  -1?1._.lr \LplIaf -I~twt l ic  ..".'l._.. o"." +wn -.,- Awndm ------- (Fig. 2 and 3). Such a reduction would 
not huvc been possible if thc signal in this region arose mostly or entirely from visible 
light because the Alter trnnsinission in thcsc visible wavelengths is about 88 per cent. 

and 6000 1 arc the first and sccond order, respectively, of the exciting line. 

20 - 

15 - 

I b m d  10 - 

4000 5000 

n i v i r i i X T i  iA; 

Fig. 3. Spectrum of lunar sample 10044-53 comparcd with barium sulfate standard; 
with Corning 3-74 fiiier to absorb wavcicngiihs ICSS ihan 3005tk 
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Therefore, the background in the curves without the filter must be almost entirely light 
of wavelengths less than 4000 A scattered within the system. The maximum lurnines- 
cence efficiencies were, as a result, calculated from the curves taken with the filter. 
In the case of the five lunar samples for which such curves were not taken, the apparent 
efficiency values from the curves without filter were reduced by a factor of 20, the ratio 
of without-filtcr and with-filter efficiencies for 10044-53 and gabbro. This seems 
justified on the basis of the general similarity in  both intensity and spectral character 
of all the lunar samples and of the lunar samples with the gabbro. Table 1 shows the 

Table 1. Luminescence efficicncies (4000- 6000 A band) and spectral features (3500-6000 
A band) of lunar and tcrrcstrial rocks and minerals with 3000 A irradiation 

~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~ - 

Pcak wavclcngtlis (A) in ordcr of 
decrcasi ng in tcnsiiy 

Sample Efficiency upper limit Without 3-74 filter With 3-74 filter 
. - . .. ~ ..______ -. 

iunar: 
10044-38 Io-' 5400,3700. 

4000-4200; 5000 
10044-53 10-6 3400.3700, 5500. 4300, 

4000-4400.5000 5000, 4800 
10022-53 lo-' 3600. 5300. 

3800. 4200, 
3000 

10057-45 2 Y lo- '  5400.3600. 

10048-36 5 x lo-* 
400014200; 
5m.4400 
3600. 5400 (11. 
4000.4400, = ( 1 )  

10048-37 5 :/ lo-' 3700,5400, 
4000,4400, 
moo 

lerrc~i r ta i  : 
Orunite 6 / :  IO 5400,4000, 4300,5800 - 

Moo. 4700, 6300 
3600 

Gabbro 2 x IO-' 5400.4000, 5600 -63OO*, 
4800,5000. 4200 -4400 
3600 

Willemitc 2 x 10-1 5300 5300 -_ 
Extrapolated tipper lintit. 

maximum eficiencies over thc 4000 -6000 A band of all the samples, together with the 
wavelength regions of possible luminescence in both the without-filter and with-filter 
curves. These arc total lurnincscence efficiencies; that is, the ratio of energy i n  
the luminescent band to encrgy in the 3000A line about 200A wide incident upon 
the sample. As residual background effects could still be present in the data, the 
tabulated luminescence cficicncies are to be considcred ae upper limits for the condi- 
tions of this set of measurements. 

Irradiariori iticluditig tlrc fur ultrmiolct 
'Lo anaiyze thc data from thc mcasurcnicnts with far U.V. irradiation: thc sampie 

curves were compared with those from the barium sulfate and aluniinilni mirror 
surfaces, The resu!ts indicate !hat_ !t~minrsc:enc.t? was ?ossih!y prod~.Iced in !!IC s;\n?p!es 

- 
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Table 2. Wavelengths of possible emission (1050-4500 A) observed with hydrogen 
glow discharge irradiation ( I  I20 A and longer) 

Sample Lines (A) Groups of lines (-4) 

Lunar : 
10044-38 2840,3260 
10044-53 1140, ll80.1240. 

1440.1800,2120, 
2430,1545,2570, 
3420,3660.3900 

10022-55 - 
10057-45 3120,4140,4290, 

4490 
10048-36 2100.2550.2740, 

?!50,2845.3280. 
3840,9040 

2820,3540.4140 
10048-37 1500. 1745,2625,2655, 

Terrestrial : 
O:anite ! Zan, ! m!. ! 5%. 

1570.2040,2070, 
2820.3 120.3 1 50 

Gabbro 1330; 1490; 1770. 
2020,2100,2320. 
2510,2910, 3840 

Willemite 1500,3470,4070 

2600-3700 
1050- 1600, 1700-2600, 
2700-4 100 

1050-1960,2620-4370 
1050-1950.2600-3160 

1050-1 700.2580-4320 

1220-1760 

1050-2080,2720-3140, 
3300-4230 

2520-3160 

t 

both as isolatcd strong lines and as groups of lines of higher intensity than the 
comparison spcctrum. These data are tabulatcd in Table 2. 

D~SCUSS~ON 
The outstanding feature of the lunar sample luminescence is the low values of the 

cficiencics. These results agree with those of GEAKE el al. (1970) and NASH et af. 
( i W O ) ,  who found no iunlincsccncc in ihz iunar rocks with middle and near ultra- 
violet excitution, The ctlciencies are coinpurabic to or icss than the ones for terrestrial 
rocks that we and Nash measured with protons and that wc measured with electrons 
and X-rays; thcy arc also much lower than those we cstimated for terrestrial rocks 
with the 1800-2200A cxcitation band by a less refined filter method (GREENMAN 
CI al., 1965; NASH, 1966). 

I n  our earlier study, on the assumption of a onc per cent efficicncy for the 1800- 
2200 A excitation band, we calculated that the level of funar luminescence would be 
five per cent of the reflected background in the 2200-2500A band. This was the 
average intensity observed around 3950A by GRAINGER (1963), who made the most 
accurate line-depth mca~urcnients of the moon. The cfficiencics we measured in this 
study of the Apollo 11 lunar samples are more than two orders of magnitude lower 
than that we assumcd earlier; in a similar calculation they would predict a level of 
luminescence that would be undetectable by the line-depth technique. If our further 
studies with excitation at othcr ultraviolet wavelengths and with proton, electron, and 
X-ray excitation show no greater eficicncies than these, the Apollo 11 landing area 
can be considered to contribute nothing to the luminescence rcported from the line- 
depth obscrvations. GRAINGCR’S observations did not includc the Apollo 11 landing 
area; if correct, they impiy higher iurnincscence cficicncics on othcr atcas of the 
moon. 
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Terrestrial gabbros, which are similar i n  composition to the Apollo 11 rocks, are 
found to possess low lurnincscence efficiency as compared to granites; this is evident 
also from the data in Table 1. Thus, other lunar areas, especially in the highlands, 
could contain rocks of higher efficiency than those from Apollo 11. For example, the 
Surveyor 7 alpha-scattering analysis measured less than half as much iron, a lumines- 
cence-quenching element, at the Tycho site than was measured at the Surveyor 4 and 6 
mare sites (TWRKEVICH et al., 1969). Therefore, samples from many areas of the 
moon need to be studied in  order to characterize thc luminescence of the lunar rocks 
and to understand its significance. 

Ac&now/edsr,icnrs---.Wc wish to thank M. W. WI:ONI.I~, W. M. C l A N s w  and A. D. PINKUL for their 
assistance. This work was supportcd by NASA Contract NASO-7966. 
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